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Mark Thill

editor’s note

The anger and mistrust surrounding vendor credentialing has subsided. Vendors ac-
knowledge that hospitals need some form of  credentialing to minimize risk and liability. Providers, 
meanwhile, understand that out-of-control, uncoordinated vendor credentialing practices contrib-
ute to the vendor’s – and ultimately, the provider’s – cost of  doing business. As a result, progress 
is being made toward bringing order to what has been a disorderly process. This was the message 
from Shawn Walker of  Bay State Anesthesia – a key industry figure in the vendor credentialing 
issue – at this summer’s 2013 IMDA Annual Conference. (IMDA is the association for specialty 
medical distributors.) 

When staff can’t access accurate vitals, it costs you and your patients dearly. Studies show that in a typical 200-bed hospital, 
10,000 vitals documentation errors can occur each year. This inefficiency compromises clinical decision making, putting patient safety 
and your facility at risk. Plus, manual documentation of vitals needlessly consumes 8,000 staff hours annually, adding up to nearly 
$250,000 in lost productivity.* 

The Connex EVD System is an end-to-end electronic vitals documentation system designed specifically for general-care environments 
by Welch Allyn, the frontline care experts, which:

	 • Virtually eliminates transcription errors  • Features automatic patient ID and data-privacy functions
	 • Is customizable to your optimal workflow • Is scalable to meet your needs today and tomorrow

Welch Allyn Connex EVD helps you get the most out of your EMR—to help care for your patients and your bottom line.

Learn more about the Welch  
Allyn Connex Electronic Vitals  
Documentation System at  
www.welchallyn.com/connex.

© 2010 Welch Allyn  MC7561. *Calculations based on these sources; sample calculations available upon request. 1. Computers, Informatics, Nursing: September/October 2009, Volume 27, Issue 5, pages 318-323, Connected Care: 
Reducing Errors Through Automated Vital Signs Data Upload, Smith, Laura B. MSN, RN; et al. 2. Automated Vital Sign Documentation for Medical Surgical Units: Saving Time and Increasing Accuracy: Fact or Fairytale?, Meg Mec-
cariello, RN MS; Jennifer Johnstone, RN MS, Presented at The Nursing Management Congress 2008 Las Vegas, NV. 3. Vital signs measurement frequency estimates from “Lippincott’s Textbook for Nursing Assistants: A Humanistic 
Approach to Caregiving,” Pamela J. Carter, 2007, page 292. 4. Hospital beds (most recent) by country estimates from NationMaster.com, www.nationmaster.com/graph/hea_hos_bed-health-hospital-beds. 5. Population, Source: U.S. 
Census Bureau, Population Division.

The Welch Allyn Connex® Electronic Vitals Documentation (EVD) System wirelessly sends  
accurate vitals from the bedside to your EMR—to enhance clinical decision making, improve 
patient safety, and minimize risk.  

MC7561AD Connex EVD LongerWait_JHC.indd   1 8/3/10   3:39:45 PM

expect some pushback on  
business associate agreements

The message was echoed at this summer’s Vendor Cre-
dentialing Summit in Alexandria, Va. There, the Coalition 
for Best Practices in HCIR Requirements released its “Joint 
Recommendation for Healthcare Industry Representative 
Credentialing Best Practices.” (Read them on the Coali-
tion website, www.hcirbestpractice.org.) The Best Practices 
should be read by everyone in the supply chain – providers, 
suppliers and vendor credentialing organizations. 

Among the issues raised in the document are business associ-
ate agreements. It seems that some healthcare providers are begin-
ning to demand their sales reps sign these agreements as a matter 
of course. JHC readers should expect their sales reps – and the 
distributors and manufacturers who employ them – to push back. 
That’s because business associate agreements are only required 
of individuals who have access to patients’ confidential protected 
health information. Most of  the reps who call on you do not.

Barbara Kramer, Esq., legal counsel for IMDA, points out 
that the rise in requests for business associate agreements prob-
ably stems from the fact that the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, Office of Civil Rights, recently published its final 
rule regarding revisions to HIPAA. One of the revisions requires 
“business associates” to have business associate agreements in 
place with their subcontractors. In other words, a business associ-
ate’s subcontractors are now also considered business associates. 

“The practical effect of  this revision is that healthcare pro-
viders must now obtain contractual assurances from their busi-
ness associates that they will protect [protected health informa-
tion], and these business associates must do the same with regard 
to subcontractors, and so on, and so on, no matter how far 
downriver the [protected health information] flows,” she says.

But reps who do not have access to confidential health 
information, or only have access to that information in or-
der to help a doctor treat a patient (for example, to determine 
what type or size of  device is required for a patient), are prob-
ably not considered business associates, and should not be 
required to sign a business associate agreement, says Kramer.

Reps who sign a business associate agreement are agreeing to:
•  Have contracts with subcontractors that comply with 

the HIPAA rules.
• Keep records and submit compliance reports to HHS.
•  Limit the use and disclosure of  protected health 

information to the minimum necessary.
•  Protect [protected health information] from security 

breaches and notify a covered entity of  breaches of  
unsecured information.

•  Disclose protected health information when request-
ed to allow a covered entity to comply with people’s 
requests for their medical records.

•  Provide accountings of  disclosures of  protected 
health information upon request.

In addition, by signing a business associate agreement, 
reps become directly liable for any HIPAA violations. 

Some providers are directing their sales reps to sign busi-
ness associate agreements “just in case.” If  you’re one of  those 
providers, don’t be surprised if  you get some pushback. JHC
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Dave mckinley

How about those 
physician offices 
you just inherited?
an interview with Henry Schein’s Dave mckinley

With a presence in the medical, dental and veterinary markets, Henry 
Schein knows all about distribution to small healthcare practices. In the medi-
cal field alone, its 400 field sales reps and 100 telesales reps service somewhere 
around 120,000 physicians every year. Although the company does not distribute 
acute-care supplies and equipment to hospitals, the company is very engaged 

in servicing hospital systems, says 
Henry Schein Medical President Dave 
McKinley. That’s a reflection of  the 
changing market.

Years ago, the company focused 
on servicing smaller, independent 
physician offices. But since then, phy-
sician practices have grown in size 
and, as every Journal of  Healthcare Con-
tracting reader knows, hospital systems 
and IDNs have been busily acquiring 
practices for the past several years. As 
a result, supply chain executives are 
learning more about Henry Schein 
Medical, and Henry Schein is doing 
some learning of  its own.

McKinley spoke with JHC re-
cently about market developments 
and his company’s response.

Journal of Healthcare Contracting: 
Much has been reported on physi-
cians selling their practices to hos-
pitals, becoming, in essence, hospi-
tal employees. Are you seeing this 
among your customer base?

Dave McKinley: Yes. We’ve been 
watching this trend and trying to 
move with our customers for the 
last six years. In fact, we restruc-
tured our customer-facing team 
to include a Healthcare Services 
group, which focuses exclusively 
on building programs and solu-
tions aligned with health system 
executives. Because we’re dealing 
with new stakeholders and needs, 
such as GPOs, electronic ordering 
and technologies, there is a differ-
ent way of  doing business; so we 
created a separate team who can re-
ally engage in that dialogue.
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JHC: Is this trend – that is, health systems’ acquisition of  physician 
practices – a threat to your physician business? 

McKinley: We don’t think this is a threat, but an opportunity, because 
of  our service capabilities to this site of  care. All signs are pointing to 
the fact that patients are increasingly being cared for outside of  the 
hospital’s four walls; this is our “sweet spot.”

JHC: In your experience, what do hospital/IDN supply chain execu-
tives typically expect of  Henry Schein Medical once the hospital sys-
tem has acquired a physician practice? How do you respond? Do those 
expectations change as time goes on? 

McKinley: The expectations of  supply chain executives vary, depend-
ing on the hospital system or group practice. Large group practices 
care about a high degree of  service; supply chain executives want stan-
dardization. Especially for health systems, we focus on the basics – ros-
tering sites, driving contract products and implementation of  supply 
programs at the clinic level. While this sounds basic, it is a big under-
taking in terms of  time and resources.

JHC: Do hospital/IDN supply chain executives challenge your prices 
in the physician market? How do you respond?

McKinley: I think there’s an awareness on the part of  supply chain 
executives that delivering a small parcel to a physician office or ambula-
tory surgery center is much more costly than delivering a pallet to the 
hospital’s loading dock. Not only are units of  measure different, so is 
the geography. We have five major distribution centers (DCs) that sup-
port delivery to small locations, without incurring any extra costs relat-
ed to breaking down of  pallets, additional deliveries or cross-shipping 
products from multiple DCs. They are two different models, and the 
cost to serve is recognized.

JHC: Traditionally, it has been said that hospital sales reps have relatively 
little influence in the hospital’s selection of  products, while physician 
reps have more influence. Would you agree? If  so, what happens when 
the hospital system acquires the physician practice?

McKinley: Historically, our sales reps have been looked at as trusted 
advisors, who guide the physician with product selection and services. 
More and more, though, it’s also about service, and the ability to serve 
and support the contracts that health system leaders are signing with us. 

The products that physicians use [in their 
offices] typically don’t have the same degree 
of  complexity as those in the hospital. We 
don’t sell them implants, for example. 

There’s been a big shift on the part of  phy-
sicians [in their understanding of] the need to 
help hospital systems drive out cost. They un-
derstand the partnership formed between the 
system and the physicians. Certainly, health-
care reform has helped bring about some of  
that awareness. I think that physicians feel 
more supported by the selection of  the sup-
ply chain executives – who are interested in 
standardizing as much as possible – today 
than they have in the past.

JHC: How can a non-acute-care distributor 
such as Henry Schein help physicians drive 
out cost? 

McKinley: By going back to the basics, work-
ing closely with supply chain executives, and 
supporting the contracts with the business 
model they choose. It’s also about inventory 
management and ordering patterns. Ordering 
products every day is expensive and leads to 
inefficiencies. In fact, studies show that each 
order placed can cost an office up to $170. If  
we can get our physician offices to use our 
inventory management services, look ahead 
a little bit and order less frequently, and or-
der contracted items, we can help the hospital 
and the physician office serve their patients 
more cost-effectively.

JHC: Group purchasing plays a big role in 
hospital/IDN purchasing, particularly for 
distributed items. What role does it play in the 
physician market? Does that change when a 
practice is acquired by a hospital?

McKinley: Hospital systems have chosen 
who they want to work with, so we work with 
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all the major GPOs to support them. We’re 
trying to move compliance to the chosen 
products that best meet the physician office’s 
needs, the needs of  the clinical lab, the ambu-
latory surgery center, etc. Over the past few 
years, GPO growth in our physician business 
has increased dramatically. Everyone is fo-
cused on cost.

JHC: How do you respond to an IDN sup-
ply chain executive whose IDN has just ac-
quired some physician practices, and who 
tells you she prefers that one distributor 
service all the IDN’s locations – acute-care 
and non-acute-care?

McKinley: Everybody is trying to simplify 
their lives as much as possible, and choosing 
one distributor would be ideal. While some 
distributors say that they can service both 
the acute and non-acute sites of  care, supply 
chain leaders we speak to are finding that us-
ing a single distributor has been challenging. 
Acute-care distributors are capable of  deliv-
ering pallets, but breaking down products 
into small units of  measure and delivering to 
individual physician offices is very difficult. 
As a result, many are looking to use two dis-
tributors – one for acute and one for non-
acute – so that they can get the expertise and 
service levels each type of  setting expects.

JHC: As hospital systems have acquired physician practices, what has 
Henry Schein had to learn about the acute-care market?

McKinley: We and the hospital systems are learning together. Our dia-
logue and sharing of  capabilities has been beneficial. 

The key to any change in healthcare is having an open dialogue, 
and trusting that we’re all working to achieve the same objectives. 
Building a level of  openness and transparency allows us to learn 
about our customers’ needs, so we can address them better. And con-
versely, hospital systems have an opportunity to learn about our ser-
vice capabilities. They can take a tour of  our distribution centers, so 
they can see the differences between the acute-care and non-acute-
care sides of  the business. 

We are adapting our organization to the customer. Many larger 
hospital systems don’t want sales representatives calling on 

them; they want service representatives, both internal and ex-
ternal. They want people who can support standardization, and 
who can work in partnership with their team to achieve great-
er compliance to contracts, so they can reduce usage and cost. 
They want to standardize their systems and get the best possible 
return on investment.

Because hospitals typically have so much more infrastructure than 
a single doctor practice, we have had to learn how to communicate 
the challenges that a supply chain executive may face. The corner-
stone to address these challenges is to get started with the basics, 
then expand into the other services. Every health system has dif-
ferent needs, and although we offer other services [besides product 
distribution] – including EMR capabilities and revenue cycle manage-
ment tools – we must customize these capabilities and services to 
each system. Customization and flexibility is key.  JHC

“if we can get our physician offices to use our 
inventory management services, look ahead a little 
bit and order less frequently, and order contracted 
items, we can help the hospital and the physician 
office serve their patients more cost-effectively.”



To rely on us call 1-866-530-3547 or visit www.henryschein.com/whyrelyonus to learn more. 

[Simplify]

In fact, Henry Schein is an expert in supply chain operations, 
providing more health care practitioners with products 
and services than any other company worldwide.

And, we are more than a distributor.

Our team brings proven solutions that directly impact your pro� tability.

• Proven model to implement custom non-acute strategy

• Standardization and contract compliance

• Technologies to increase effi ciency

Rely on us to simplify your world.

Managing your non-acute supply chain can be easier.
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model of the future

Today, many hospitals are feeling the pressure to implement processes 
and solutions to control and reduce costs without impacting or sacrificing pa-
tient care. Charleston Area Medical Center is one of  them. 

Charleston Area Medical Center is a four-site, 850-bed teaching health system in 
Charleston, W.V. Our largest facility – Memorial – hosts cardiac, internal medicine 
and oncology cases. General, the second largest, focuses primarily on neurology, or-
thopedics and trauma. Women and Children’s is the smallest of  the three main cam-
puses, specializing in women’s and pediatric care. Teays Valley is the final complex 
that makes up the CAMC system. The health system includes over 600 practicing 
physicians and performs 30,000 surgical procedures annually. The operating room 
material budget exceeds $40 million annually across all facilities.

As the CAMC team embarked on our cost reduction journey, one thing was 
clear: The system needed to find ways to reduce cost that did not involve labor 
reductions or cause any negative effect on patient care. 

or waste
The team quickly realized that there was a substantial amount of  material wast-
ed throughout the organization, much of  it within the operating rooms. This 
was evident by the amount of  unused materials the facility would collect for 

Preference cards  
as a ticket to savings
Charleston Area medical Center took a good, hard look at its or preference cards, 
identified waste, and set up a system to achieve sustainable savings     By Steve Perry

later use in support of  mission trips. 
The facility needed to implement a 
process to allow for sustainable cor-
rective action to drive cost savings. 

Through several Six Sigma initia-
tives, we had previously identified 
opportunities to reduce unneces-
sary material waste, but these initia-
tives yielded only short-term success. 
This suggested that measuring usage, 
measuring waste, tracking the rea-
sons for waste, and then sustaining a 
lower waste rate long-term would be 
more challenging. 

CAMC assembled a group com-
prised of  nursing and supply chain 
staff  to review our processes and 
come up with recommendations 
for improvement. 
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model of the future

At CAMC, the majority of  materials used 
in the operating rooms are issued via surgeon 
preference cards. The team quickly recog-
nized that inefficient preference cards were 
the root cause of  excess materials being is-
sued, returned and held. It became clear that 
maintaining preference card accuracy and re-
freshing preference cards would be key ele-
ments of  our waste elimination strategy.

With the problem clearly identified, CAMC 
made Operating Room Material Utilization Im-
provement a top priority project, and appointed 
an internal champion to oversee the effort. 

measuring material utilization
CAMC began a search for a solution that 
would allow us to capture the data relevant to 

measuring and managing material utilization 
and associated waste in a sustainable fashion. 
We sought a solution characterized by ease-
of-use, real-time data availability and a push 
reporting system to alert managers of  cost 
performance and potential issues. 

Ultimately, CAMC selected LINCS®, (Lean 
Information Control System) from USC Con-
sulting Group, LLC, as the technology plat-
form. The software collects and aggregates 
data from both the Operating Room Sched-
uling System and the Materials Information 
System such that the data can be married and 
compared, and relevant reports created. Cus-
tom reports allow staff  to compare material 

issued, used and returned, in a number of  different ways, including com-
parisons between doctors, procedures and hospitals. 

The technology solution was supported by a hands-on implementation 
team from the operations consulting firm, which helped CAMC ac-
complish our objectives:

•  Ensure all material issued to the operating rooms is accounted 
for based on use and that appropriate charges and billing take 
place for consumed items.

•  Provide factual data to drive preference card optimization such 
that resource nurses are able to evaluate which items are being used 
and returned, which items should remain on the preference cards, 
and which items should be removed. Removing the items from the 
preference card mitigates the opportunity for items to be opened 
unnecessarily in advance of  a procedure or damaged en route to and 
from the operating rooms. 

•  Support a new material color-coding process whereby resource 
nurses color-code items for surgical cases on 
more than 600 preference cards. Items that 
are not colored are always used in cases, and 
need to be opened in advance so they are 
readily available for use during the proce-
dure. Yellow items may be indicative of  the 
patient size or procedure variations, and are 
to be opened only after a request from the 
physician. Red items should not be opened in 
advance, but are mandated to be present in 
the operating rooms during the case.

•  Support the addition of  color-coded bins on each case cart to 
easily identify how items should be handled. 

Implementing change
Once nurses were trained and began to familiarize themselves with the new 
processes, they began to track items that were wasted or contaminated. If  
items were wasted during a case, these were captured along with a reason 
code in the LINCS® system. This information was used to create visual 
tools, including graphs and pareto charts, which enabled managers to quickly 
identify items being wasted, the type of  waste (opened but unused, damaged, 
contaminated, etc.) and the reason(s) for waste, such that the appropriate 
corrective action and waste elimination measures could be implemented. 

With these tools and techniques, directors and managers now had 
the ability to look at results overall and on a case-by-case basis to help 
identify any trends that were occurring. 

the team quickly recognized 
that inefficient preference 
cards were the root cause of 
excess materials being issued, 
returned and held. 
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The final piece of  the solution was to 
implement a mechanism for assigning ac-
tions to individuals in order to identify 
and propose opportunities for improve-
ment. This fundamental component was 
also institutionalized via the LINCS® tech-
nology platform’s Action Item system. 
Now, during each case, nurses and circu-
lators can identify potential opportunities 
to improve not only material management 
processes, but other issues that might 
have occurred. This improves commu-
nication and drives actionable outcomes. 
The electronic repository replaced their 
old hand written de-brief  system with an 
electronic de-brief  system, enabling the 
immediate assignment of  issues to owners 
for resolution. These owners are immedi-
ately notified, and then a report is gener-
ated, based on parameters created by the  
surgical director. 

“The Action Item tool has tremendously improved communica-
tion and provides visibility to issues that occur,” says Brian Hughes, 
surgical nurse. “This gives us confidence in bringing up opportuni-
ties for improvement, as we know they are not lost in a black hole.” 
The combination of  action item tracking and clear accountability has 
resulted in more immediate follow-up, investigation and resolution of  
out-of-tolerance situations.

Armed with meaningful data and actionable insight, CAMC 
has been successful in accomplishing our goal of  reducing mate-
rial waste in the operating rooms. The ideology is now being used 
throughout the hospital network. Additional benefits have includ-
ed improved labor in the Central Stores (CS) through a reduction 
in material handling (pulling and restocking). CAMC anticipates 
additional improvement in inventory management, as less material 
will be in transit between the operating rooms and Central Stores. 

“The new process has allowed for better management of  prefer-
ence cards and alerts me if  I have not optimized a card,” says Marcy 
Myers, OR director. “We have not only been successful at using the 
Action Item tool to reduce material, but we have used it in our pre-op 
area to gain visibility and track turnaround times and on-time starts. 
This has helped us streamline the process and reduce any problems 
that may have occurred.”

To date, Charleston Area Medical Center has identified and 
eliminated material waste across all facilities, such that we 
have seen a cost avoidance of $100, or 15 percent, per case on 
all the “preference cards items” at all hospitals. That is an annual 
avoidance/savings of approximately $2.3 million. Although we 
documented savings on the preference card items, it should 
be noted that the overall cost per case increased, which we at-
tributed to newer technologies such as robotics, increased uti-
lization of advanced energy devices, etc. That said, the project 
helped bend the curve on the overall rate of increase in supply 
expense in the OR. The amount of material issued has also de-
creased more than $14.9 million, or 47 percent, per year. Mate-
rial returned across all facilities has decreased by $11.2 million, 
or 66 percent, per year. In addition, the CAMC health system 
has been able to significantly reduce the amount of transac-
tion time and handling time required per case.

updating 600 cards
The team reviewed and updated more than 
600 preference cards using historical data 
provided by LINCS® to identify and remove 
items with a large variance between what was 
issued and what was actually used in surgi-
cal procedures. The team ran cross-physician 
or cross-procedure comparisons to identify 
which items were used in like cases, and then 
worked to remove unnecessary items. 

The team also used the system to color-
code items on preference cards to identify 
those that were required to be issued, but were 
color-coded as 1) “Open,” 2) “Open upon con-
sulting physician,” or 3) “Refrain from opening 
until deemed absolutely necessary.”  The color 
codes then allowed for Central Supply to add a 
color-coded bin system to the case carts to cor-
rectly identify material handling requirements 
for these items. This has reduced the number 
of  overall transactions occurring between Cen-
tral Service and the operating rooms. 

By the Numbers
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model of the future

Charleston Area Medical Center found that reviewing 
preference cards on a regular basis was a challenging 
task. Some reasons why:

•  Meaningful data was not available to help CAMC 
make informed decisions about what should be 
included on the preference cards.

•  Two different systems were being used to track 
materials, but these systems were not integrated, 
and meaningful data could not be obtained. 

•  Materials used were not tracked against  
materials that were issued. 

•  Resource nurses lacked the statistical tools 
to assist them in making informed decisions 
about what should be on a preference card 
and what should not. Thus, decisions about 
what would remain on a preference card were 

made subjectively, as opposed to objectively, 
based upon true usage rates. 

•  Preference cards called for the same item to be 
issued in multiple sizes, when in fact, only one 
size was needed based on patient or procedure 
characteristics. Unused sizes had a high prob-
ability of turning into wasted items or becoming 
contaminated and therefore unusable. 

•  Notifications or alerts highlighting preference 
cards whose cost increased above a targeted 
value did not exist.  

•  Neither surgery nurses nor resource nurses were 
accountable for ensuring that only required ma-
terials were opened in advance, while materials 
with potential for use were readily available  
but unopened.

Steve Perry is corporate director supply chain management, Charleston Area Medical Center

Challenges

“We have seen a decrease in the amount 
of  returns from a baseline of  37 percent to 16 
percent in the current year, one year after the 
project concluded,” says Myers. The software 
also established an alerting system that provides 
notices if  a card has not been modified for a set 
time period, as well as if  the cost of  the card 
increased more than a specified amount. “The 
alerting process has been great to notify all of  
our charge nurses which cards need to be op-
timized and which cards have increased in cost 
outside of  the parameters set. This has allowed 
us to maintain control of  the cards.”

discipline
Going forward, it is critical that the staff  
does not revert back to old habits. That will 
only be achieved through disciplined behav-
ior. CAMC has made a concentrated effort 
to review preference cards with surgeons, 
use LINCS® to show preference card cost 
comparisons, and identify opportunities for 

standardization. The system has been configured to push notification 
reports and alerts, providing an immediate signal to the director to 
evaluate and verify that proper processes are being followed. 

“The system allows us to see which cards need updating, and we 
can also run multiple reports to make sure they are as optimized as 
possible,” says Myers. “The project has allowed us to streamline our 
overall processes.” 

The de-brief  and action item tool has allowed nurses to capture the 
actionable data to understand what items are being wasted in the rooms 
and drive corrective action to reduce and remove them. “The system has 
made it quicker and more efficient to track and identify material issues 
and take the correct action,” says Alex Cornell, OR charge nurse.

The system also provides visual physician-to-physician or proce-
dure-to-procedure comparisons. In addition to the reports being sent 
to the director level, CAMC has appointed an associate administrator 
as the ongoing champion of  sustainment to ensure that all processes 
and reports are followed and success is maintained. 

“Following the processes implemented and using the software, I am 
able to view multiple reports to assess the current performance of  our 
OR material usage,” says OR Director Barb Sepcic. The administrator 
and a core group will continue to meet regularly to review progress and 
new opportunities. JHC
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in its mission to improve 
health and wellness, 

Coastal Carolinas Health 
Alliance relies on some 

basic guiding principles.     

By Laura Thill

Anything is possible when you stick to your principles. Ask Derrick 
Billups, MSM, FACHE, director of  operations and corporate contracts of  
Coastal Carolinas Health Alliance, Inc. (CCHA). Responsible for a range of  
initiatives at CCHA, including operations, budget management, corporate ne-
gotiations, contract management and clinical education, Billups helps guide 
the 12-hospital (three of  which are critical access hospitals), 3,400-bed alli-
ance, reaching out to about a million residents in North and South Carolina. 
The trick to its success is simple, he says: Since its inception in 1991, the 
alliance has never veered from its original principles – integrity, trust and 

respect. CCHA was established by leaders who believed in these principles, which have since 
served as the foundation of  CCHA culture, he points out.

Billups was no stranger to supply chain management when he joined CCHA. He brought 
to the alliance 18 years of  experience with Charleston Area Medical Center (Charleston, W. 
Va.), where he worked as a value analysis manager and director of  purchasing. He has always 
regarded CCHA as “a way to build stronger peer relationships among hospitals throughout 
southeastern North Carolina and northeastern South Carolina, [while] improving the health 
and wellness of  those residents through collaborative efforts.” Today, his role includes help-
ing bridge the relationship between clinical leadership and hospital executives, supporting 

integrity, 
trust 
respect

Derrick Billups
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regional purchasing coalition profile

cost-savings and quality 
initiatives, contract nego-
tiations, clinical education, 
performance improvement 
and more.

Group effort 
The key to leveraging buy-
ing power is “joint efforts 
with a common goal in 
mind,” says Billups. “In 
today’s healthcare market, 
no hospital is immune to 
the need for enhanced ef-
ficiencies and decreased 
cost,” he points out. 
“Healthcare leaders have 
more pressure than ever 
to improve quality and ef-
ficiencies, while lowering 
operational costs. Aggre-
gate volume – dedicated 
or proposed – helps the 
alliance secure cost effec-
tive opportunities. When 
members identify and 
combine their common 
needs, enhanced pricing and value-added ser-
vices are often achievable.”

In its early years, the alliance focused on 
a select number of  large, collective needs, 
he continues. Recently, given changes within 
the healthcare market, these needs “have of-
ten inspired new programs and strategic ini-
tiatives,” he says. “Over the years, the drive 
for savings has grown more diverse. CCHA 
has maintained a vision for both quantifi-
able and value-added savings, which requires 
innovative thinking and a watchful eye on 
the shifting market. Over our 22-year his-
tory, we have found that savings are directly 
proportional to how active and engaged our 
committees and members are in collaborative 

solutions. As a result, we have accomplished 
a healthy return on investment due to the mu-
tual integrity, trust and respect demonstrated 
by dedicated individuals from our hospitals 
and hospital systems.

In fact, in FY2012, CCHA recorded $6 
million in quantifiable savings attributed to 
commodity and purchased service agree-
ments, including pharmacy distribution, 
blood services, food products, freight man-
agement, reference lab services, transcription 
services, insurance products, human resource 
services and regulated waste. That same year, 
the alliance recorded $1 million in value-add-
ed savings, generated by educational confer-
ences, its annual residents reception, consult-
ing services and various grants. 

The alliance continues to save money 
through its medical simulation program 
(MSP), notes Billups. “CCHA owns a com-
mercial truck [with a] customized interior that 
has been specially equipped as a functional 
hospital patient room, providing trainees 
with a visceral, interactive teaching experi-
ence,” he says. “The MSP clinical scenarios 
are conducted with life-like human simulator 
mannequins. This benefits training partici-

pants, as they are able to walk through the steps of  a given emergency 
without risking irreversible consequences to the patient. Since 2009, 
the MSP has trained over 2,855 individuals, representing a variety of  
clinical disciplines while awarding nearly 2,200 continuing education 
units. This program supports cost-effective training for clinical staff  
and physicians at each hospital by avoiding both costly employee travel 
and excessive time away from their patient care duties. And, the MSP 
was nationally recognized with a 2012 Amerinet member achievement 
award for community impact and innovation.”

Taking care of business
There are 13 full-time employees who support the CCHA in its pur-
chasing/contracting and educational efforts and health information 
exchange network, notes Billups. In addition, regularly scheduled meet-
ings provide the alliance members with an opportunity to identify clini-
cal and operational needs of  each facility, and review solutions and new 

“over the years, 
the drive for 
savings has 
grown more 

diverse. CCHA 
has maintained 
a vision for both 

quantifiable 
and value-

added savings, 
which requires 

innovative 
thinking and 

a watchful eye 
on the shifting 

market.” 
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regional purchasing coalition profile

opportunities. “All alliance agreements result from 
the recommendation and approval of  these commit-
tee members,” says Billups. “CCHA has 13 clinical 
and resource committees comprised mainly of  de-
partment directors, which meet on a regular basis. 
Our committees span a diversity of  operational ar-
eas and initiatives, including materials, lab, pharmacy, 
information technology, human resources, physician 
recruitment, health information management, nurs-
ing education, emergency medicine, and nutrition 
services. Typically, these committees meet monthly, 
while our executive level committees – CNOs, CFOs, 
COOs, and CEOs – meet quarterly. Locations and 
venues typically rotate between member hospitals.

“These committees have been pivotal in identifying needs and col-
laborative strategies,” he continues. “Just recently, CCHA formed two 
new [ones] – an operations committee and a critical access hospital 
committee. The alliance committees are core to the organization’s col-
laborative success as hospital representatives come together to network 
and create cooperative solutions.” They often find that a pressing issue 
at one facility is an issue for others as well, he adds.

While CCHA has both formal and informal working relationships 
with various GPOs, it considers itself  GPO-neutral, notes Billups. 
“CCHA has a number of  local contracts in its portfolio, as well as 
contracts through national group purchasing organizations,” he ex-
plains. “A number of  alliance hospitals can access a GPO as a second-
ary source, as long as the GPO is currently contracted with CCHA.”

A look ahead
For Billups, the continuous “dedication and commitment” of  the 
member hospitals at CCHA has been extremely rewarding. “This 
extraordinary commitment has fueled continued success, which has 

been well-documented since the beginning 
of  the alliance,” he says. “The day-to-day 
accomplishments are the result of  hard 
work and devotion from our clinical and 
resource directors committees, in addition 
to the enthusiasm and vision of  the CCHA 
C-suite representatives and its board of  di-
rectors. Routinely having all of  the member 
hospital CEOs at the table for ongoing col-
laboration in support of  the alliance and its 
activities is a testament to the tremendous 
value of  regional partnership. This partner-
ship is continuing to produce documented 
results and value.”

That said, there’s always room for im-
provement, he admits, and if  he could 
change one thing about the way CCHA 
works, it would be to continually search for 

“CCHA has a number of local contracts in its portfolio, 
as well as contracts through national group purchasing 
organizations. A number of alliance hospitals can access 

a GPo as a secondary source, as long as the GPo is 
currently contracted with CCHA.”
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new data exchange methods. “Data is one of  the main driving forces 
behind today’s healthcare market,” he points out. “Due to data’s con-
nection with overall cost, reimbursement, and quality outcomes, it 
continues to grow increasingly important to hospitals and care pro-
viders. Meaningful use, value-based purchasing, patient outcomes, 
evidenced-based medicine, and core measures are just some of  the 
critical data elements required of  hospitals and providers. The need 
for this data is coming at a rapid pace from multiple entities. CCHA 
is no different [from other alliances] in that there is the need for 
specific data types and exchange. For the Alliance to continue the 

identification and monitoring of  
opportunities with its members, 
the process and methods for 
data exchange and assessment 
must continue.

“Efforts are underway at 
CCHA to enhance the data ex-
change and assessment process,” 
Billups continues. “This will 
continue to support the overall 
pursuit of  alliance opportuni-
ties related to the utilization and 
standardization of  supplies and 
services. The inability to capture 
and properly manage system and 
outcomes data will create sub-
stantial operational inefficiencies 

and stifle the pursuit of  continuous improvement. CCHA is working 
with its members to ensure these processes and methods are in place 
to support alliance opportunities and process improvement.”

Looking ahead, Billups anticipates that CCHA will continue to be 
“a proactive and reliable source for its member hospitals in relation to 
their respective visions and strategies.” After all, he points out, hospi-
tals with vision and clarity likely will have a greater impact on the com-
munities they serve. As healthcare providers continue to adapt to new 
market demands, changing regulations and shrinking reimbursement, 
so must CCHA, he notes. “Whether by approach of  accountable care 
organizations, value-based purchasing, education and/or continued re-
gional purchasing strategies, CCHA will continue to serve as a means 
for integrated strategies and opportunities targeting quality, efficiency 
and cost effectiveness,” he says. “This will [continue to be] accom-
plished over the next five years, thanks to the ongoing collaboration 
and guidance of  the hospital leaders who make up the alliance.” JHC

CCHA has pursued several initiatives 
over the past year and a half, including:

•  Blood services. “With executive 
support, the CCHA lab directors 
committee  identified and pur-
sued a service agreement with 
a national blood product ser-
vice provider,” says Billups. “This 
initiative not only led to an active 
working relationship between 
the alliance and the service 
provider, but also a cost-effective 
solution without compromising 
patient quality.”  

•  Information technology access 
and assessment. “The CCHA chief 
information officer committee 
identified and pursued a service 
agreement with a national provid-
er for the purchase of information 
technology hardware/software 
and assessment services,” he says. 
“As a result of aggregated vol-
umes, this initiative has led to sig-
nificant savings and has required 
IT assessments supporting both 
system needs and regulations.”

•  Regional courier service. The 
CCHA lab directors, [together] 
with the CCHA materials directors 
committee, identified a need for 
expanded courier services within 
the alliance region,” he says. 
“Through a collaborative effort 
among our hospitals and commit-
tees, the alliance established a new 
service agreement with a regional 
carrier, providing 24 hour/7 day a 
week services to alliance mem-
bers within its 250-mile radius.”

On track

As healthcare 
providers 
continue 

to adapt to 
new market 

demands, 
changing 

regulations 
and shrinking 

reimbursement, 
so must CCHA.
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Multiple 
sightlines
How one contracting executive is using his unique 
perspective of the industry to help his IDN during a merger

Burks is associate vice president, 
strategic sourcing, for Temple, Texas-
based Scott & White, which announced 
its intent to merge with Dallas-based 
Baylor in June 2013. (The merger was 
being reviewed by government regula-
tors at press time.) 

great job for a new grad
His first hospital job was actually 
with American Hospital Supply (now 
Cardinal Health), which placed op-
erational leaders in hospitals. While 
employed by American, he served as 
a department head in two hospitals as 
director of  laundry. “It was a great job 
for a new grad,” he says. “It laid a fun-
damental provider perspective for the 
rest of  my career. And, candidly while 
working for a GPO, I always felt that 
my paycheck came from the providers 
we served.”

For 14 years, from 1998 through 
2002, Burks was with Novation/VHA. 
When he left as senior vice president, 
he was responsible for guiding a group 
of  technology, development, sales and 
marketing teams that managed an in-
formation systems infrastructure and 
all e-commerce activities.

It was while leading contracting 
teams at Novation that he gained 
“the fundamental contracting skills 
and began to understand of  the 
importance of  building strong rela-
tionships along with a contract,” he 
says. “Most of  the time, contracts 
run their course smoothly. The re-
lationship becomes important when 
market conditions change or an issue 
needs to be resolved.”

Burks considers himself  fortunate in 
that his role with the group purchasing 

John Burks

John Burks has a broad perspective of the health-
care supply chain, having worked for providers, GPOs, 
manufacturers and distributors. That perspective should 
prove valuable in the months ahead, as he helps his IDN 
– Scott & White Healthcare – finalize a merger with neigh-
boring Baylor Health Care System. 
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mergers

organization was so diverse. “While the products and markets are very dy-
namic, even those previous experiences clearly come into play at the IDN. 
Providers don’t have the luxury of  a big staff. Sourcing leaders at IDNs 
must be subject matter experts on a wide range of  categories.

“And it always amazes me how little the local representation knows 
about the GPO agreements they offer. Frequently now, I get to explain 
it to them.”

Following his work with Novation, Burks held national accounts 
positions for a number of  manufacturers, including Medical Action In-
dustries, KCI and Healthpoint Ltd. Again, the experiences proved to 
be valuable building blocks in his career. “I can understand and respect 
the challenges in product development, launch and rollout, limitations 
and flexibility under the GPO agreements, the struggles of  channel 
(distribution) management, and the margin pressures suppliers face,” 
he says. “This knowledge can help us get quickly to the ‘sweet spot’ of  
an agreement.

“However, let me say bluntly: The margin pressures suppliers face 
absolutely pale in comparison to the provider’s decline in reimburse-
ment and the impact on their bottom line.”

A lot to learn from each other
His varied experiences in the healthcare supply chain have convinced 
Burks that supply chain professionals at the IDN level and GPO level 
can learn a lot from each other. 

“My experience is that IDN executives often express rancor and 
discontentment about their GPO – some warranted, but often exagger-
ated,” he says. “The best practice is to treat the GPO similarly to most 
suppliers and leverage the maximum value, be it information, resources 
and/or contract value. Build a strong relationship with this GPO sup-
plier too, because many issues certainly will need to be resolved. Unfor-
tunately, IDN leadership is often too distracted or pressured with daily 

operations to influence important outcomes 
and change at their GPO. It is important not 
to get frustrated and underestimate how much 
influence a large system can really have.”

Conversely, GPO executives can learn a 
lot about their IDN customer/members, he 
says. “The two GPOs with which I have the 
most experience – MedAssets and Novation 
– spend enormous amounts of  resources, 
time and money being sure there are not 
too many disconnects in knowledge of  their 
members. But as hard as they try, it is truly 
impossible to understand the provider’s lev-
els of  complexity around data gathering, 
physician preference contracting, logistics 
and daily operations.”

Truly aligned 
Today, Burks is right where he wants to 
be. “The Scott & White Healthcare Sys-
tem was founded upon and operates under 
a very unique clinic model, akin to Mayo 
and Cleveland,” he says. “All physicians, 
clinics and acute sites of  care have been – 
and will continue to be – truly integrated, 
from vision and mission, down to sharing 
a single medical record. Adding to our dif-
ferentiation, Scott & White owns its own 
health plan. 

“Most physicians are not only employed 
but truly aligned, to allow for better coor-
dinated care and cost reductions. Eighty  

“Most of the time, contracts run their 
course smoothly. The relationship becomes 
important when market conditions change 

or an issue needs to be resolved.”
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percent standardization on preference products in supply chain is a 
small example.”

Scott & White’s vice president of  supply chain, Phil Profeta, 
has built a strong value analysis program, which leverages Scott 
& White’s aligned clinician-and-physician model, says Burks. 
With Assistant Vice President of  Value Analysis Sandy Myint, 
they have built a program earning a national reputation. Burks’s 
contribution has been to build a contracting, or sourcing, group 
with an information backbone, to leverage GPO contracts and 
to leverage the value analysis work to create “unique value from 
the commitment we can deliver.” Sourcing and value analysis are 
supported by a strong purchasing operation – customer service, 
order processing and implementation – known by Scott & White 
as customer fulfillment.

“This strategic sourcing role was a newly created position at 
Scott & White, one that fulfills a career goal for me – to leverage my 
industry knowledge on behalf  of  a leading provider organization,” 
says Burks.

That provider organization is about to get larger, assuming the 
merger with Baylor is consummated. “Combining these recognized 
leaders and leveraging our shared values will create a truly remark-
able healthcare system that will be well-positioned to meet the de-
mands of  healthcare reform and lead the transformation of  health-
care,” says Burks. The new organization will be the seventh largest 
healthcare system, comprising 43 hospitals, 500 sites of  care, 6,000 
affiliated physicians and $7.7 billion in total assets. JHC

IDNs will continue to grow, but na-
tional GPOs will maintain their viabil-
ity, predicts John Burks, associate vice 
president, strategic sourcing, Scott & 
White Healthcare. “Regarding GPO rela-
tionships, I am reminded of the time in 
the mid-90s when everyone predicted 
that the consolidation of distributors 
would certainly ‘disintermediate’ GPOs. 
Rumors of their demise were greatly 
exaggerated at that time. During the 
dot-com bubble and the rush to pick 
partners, again, the GPO demise was 
predicted, but they each in their own 
way – Novation, Premier and especially 
MedAssets – learned to make informa-
tion a value point of differentiation.”   

That said, GPOs need to prepare 
themselves for more change, and 
soon. Healthcare reform, declining 
reimbursement and the switch to 
population health management will 
accelerate the formation of larger 
and larger systems, says Burks. More 
critically for the GPOs, the potential 
for these systems will far exceed the 
scope and purchasing power of any 
existing regional purchasing coalition.

“But GPO leaders are bright peo-
ple. I am already aware of some very 
creative and unique strategies that are 
emerging. Perhaps they will continue 
to reinvent themselves less around 
contracts and more around services.”

Editor’s note: At press time, John Burks had been asked to lead the work team focusing on  
sourcing strategies for the new supply chain organization for Scott & White and Baylor.

IDNs and GPOs: 
Evolving relationship

“The best practice is to treat 
the gPO similarly to most 

suppliers and leverage  
the maximum value, be  
it information, resources  
and/or contract value.”
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Construction and renovation projects 
demand the discipline that supply 
chain teams can provide

Hospitals
by Design
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construction

Historically, management of  construction was left in the hands of  
local teams – comprising architects, contractors and engineers – at the 
individual campuses, says Celeste West, vice president, supply chain. 
Without a standard process, the results were predictable: frequent con-
tract discrepancies, inconsistent and unsatisfactory construction out-
comes, missed delivery dates, owner-furnished-equipment (OFE) plan-
ning inadequacies, and missed opportunities.  

Advocate contracted with a construction program management 
firm to help implement discipline 
and structure throughout its sys-
tem. The firm would assist with 
contract management, develop and 
maintain corporate qualification 
standards for design and contract-
ing teams, and maintain consistency 
throughout the system. 

West saw an opportunity for the 
supply chain to help.

“Corporate Supply Chain in-
tegrated into the process, initially 
focusing on partnering with the 
construction program manage-
ment firm to help manage the core construction teams, ensuring 
that preferred partner relationships were protected, working in tan-
dem with third-party equipment planners for medical equipment 
planning, developing initial processes with owner involvement, and 
building relationships,” she says. But she saw some further opportu-
nities for supply chain.

“I envisioned the opportunity for someone on my team with con-
struction-related experience to integrate into the ‘secret society of  
construction,’” she says. “Vision became reality, and the procurement 
manager position was created.” In 2008, Cheryl Smith was hired as pro-
curement manager, construction management. 

Smith has more than 25 years of  construction industry experience, 
having worked in administration, accounting and operational/project 
management at a general contracting firm, specializing in commercial 

construction; and a small custom residential 
design firm.  

With the support of  executive leadership, 
Smith has developed Adventist Health Sys-
tem Supply Chain Construction Services. Her 
team – which also includes an equipment plan-
ner and facilities technology architect – is re-
sponsible for overall management of  in-house 

planning for all owner-furnished equipment, 
including medical equipment, IT/telecommu-
nications, furniture, artwork, etc. 

At first, there were concerns that the in-
dividual facilities might perceive the supply 
chain team as taking away local control, says 
Smith, who, along with West, spoke about 
Adventist Health System’s approach to con-
struction management at this summer’s Pre-
mier Breakthroughs Conference in San An-
tonio, Texas. “But at the end of  the day, the 
facilities welcomed this process and the large 
construction project template that it provides. 
We are now closely involved from concept to 

in 2006/2007, executives at Adventist Health System forecasted over $1 bil-
lion for near-term future construction. The number wasn’t surprising, given 
that Altamonte Springs, Fla.-based Adventist supports 44 campuses, from 

Florida, to Wisconsin, to Colorado; and employs close to 80,000 people.

“ I envisioned the opportunity 
for someone on my team 
with construction-related 
experience to integrate  
into the ‘secret society  
of construction.’” 

– Celeste West, Adventist Health System
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completion, taking control as an owner and 
providing clear direction among core team 
members, clear concise deliverables, and uni-
formity across the system.”

The market
Managing big construction and renovation 
projects is more important than ever, given 
tightening money supplies, questions sur-
rounding the impact of  healthcare reform, and 
the complexities of  mergers and acquisitions, 
according to those with whom the Journal of  
Healthcare Contracting spoke. 

Healthcare construction has slowed down 
in the recent past, says Jeff  Stouffer, princi-
pal and senior vice president, HKS Architects, 
Dallas, Texas. “There are fewer large-scale 

projects than we saw a couple of  years ago, 
and we definitely notice more renovation.” 
The economy is partly to blame, and access to 
money is tight. What’s more, questions about 
the impact of  healthcare reform are giving 
healthcare executives pause. 

The economy has definitely cut back con-
struction projects, says Chad Beebe, director 
of  codes and standards for the American So-
ciety for Healthcare Engineering, a personal 
membership group of  the American Hospital 
Association. But activity has been climbing 
steadily – if  slowly – for the past couple of  
years. Much of  that activity is renovation, says 

Beebe. “That’s because the cost of  infrastructure is so high,” he says. 
At anywhere from $300 to $1,000 a square foot, building on a hospital 
campus is expensive. “So you try to stay within your existing footprint 
and maximize your space.”

“There is a lot of  discussion – and a lot of  uncertainty – about what 
healthcare reform might do,” says Beebe. Some designers are guessing 
that one immediate impact of  reform might be an influx of  patients 
into the emergency department. “We may see an initial surge, as more 
people become insured,” he says. But presumably, those patients will 
learn that routine medical services are best provided in non-ER set-
tings, such as community centers and doctors’ offices. 

Planning ahead
Given questions surrounding the economy, healthcare reform and 
market dynamics, healthcare executives – and architects – are trying to 
maximize the adaptability of  the structures they build or renovate, says 
Stouffer. “It’s being able to change as healthcare changes.” 

Designing for maximum flexibility might mean anticipating changes 
in the OR, he says. “Just a few years ago, you would never have heard 
of  an MRI in an operating room. Now it’s common practice.” If  the 
movement toward outpatient care continues, it’s reasonable to assume 
that patients in inpatient facilities will be more critical than those in 
years past. “So when designing a facility, you may need to design all the 
rooms to accommodate critical care.” Designers face another challenge 
– creating facilities whose infrastructure can accommodate tomorrow’s 
IT technologies. 

“The key is designing the future state before you design the build-
ing,” says Stouffer. HKS’s consulting group is busier than ever assisting 
clients to do just that.

One more change Stouffer notes is that toward lean project deliv-
ery. “The construction and design industry, which hadn’t done much 

“there is a lot of discussion – and a lot of uncertainty – 
about what healthcare reform might do,” says Beebe. 

some designers are guessing that one immediate 
impact of reform might be an influx of patients into 
the emergency department. “We may see an initial 

surge, as more people become insured,” he says.
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With more than 100 hospital mergers taking place in 
2012 – double the number of three years earlier – it’s not 
surprising that administrators, supply chain executives 
and their colleagues in construction are considering 
the impact of mergers on construction and renovation. 
They may not have much time to ponder, however. Of 
the roughly 5,700 hospitals in the United States, about 
1,000 will have new owners in the next seven years, ac-
cording to consulting firm Booz & Company.

“If any construction projects are ongoing [at the 
time of the merger], they will be looked at to see how 
they fit within the new system,” says Chad Beebe, direc-
tor of codes and standards for the American Society 
for Healthcare Engineering. One 
question executives will ask is, 
“Will both hospitals continue to 
perform as they did pre-merger, or 
will their missions change?” “Any 
prudent CEO will look at this and 
say, ‘Let’s pause on our projects 
and see that we’re going in the 
right direction.’”

A merger can affect construc-
tion in several ways, says Jeff Stouffer, principal and 
senior vice president, HKS Architects, Dallas, Texas. For 
example, it can tie up capital dollars, leaving little mon-
ey for construction. Or it may lead to consolidation of 
services, creating the need for renovation or even new 
construction. “One facility may become the community 
hospital, another might become a specialty or tertiary 
medical center,” he says. If that’s the case, renovation or 
construction would probably follow.

Just as hospital systems step up their merger ac-
tivities, so too do they continue to acquire physician 
practices – often with consequences for construction 
and renovation.

“We have had the good fortune to be working 
with progressive systems that have been doing this for 
years,” says Stouffer, referring to Salt Lake City, Utah-
based Intermountain Healthcare as one example.  

“They have an integrated physician network, so we 
began years ago creating what that office/clinic envi-
ronment of the future might be on each of their cam-
puses. I see this going forward even more with the new 
healthcare plan, where clinics and physicians offices are 
integrated in or adjacent to the hospitals.” 

At one facility with which HKS worked, doctors’ of-
fices, inpatient units and diagnostic/treatment areas 
for various disease states, such as oncology, are located 
on one floor, separated by atriums. (Better to separate 
physicians’ offices with something like an atrium than 
merge them with inpatient units, as the building re-
quirements for an inpatient unit – considered a Group 

I occupancy, or institutional occu-
pancy – are more complex than 
those for physicians’ offices – con-
sidered a Group B occupancy, or 
business occupancy.)

“There is an interesting com-
plexity added when a hospital 
system buys a physician practice,” 
says Beebe. When a physician’s 
office is acquired by a hospital, its 

status may change to that of a hospital outpatient de-
partment. That can trigger changes in the conditions 
of participation, that is, conditions required to partici-
pate in Medicare and Medicaid, including incorporat-
ing the National Fire Protection Association life safety 
codes. “That could trigger some construction work in 
order to comply,” he says.

Mindful of costs, some hospitals and hospital  
systems are striving to incorporate so-called “green” 
practices into their construction practices.

“It’s definitely having an effect,” says Beebe. And 
that makes sense. Unlike many office buildings, which 
are heavily used 10 hours a day, then powered down 
for the night, hospitals are 24-hour-a-day operations, 
and using energy all the time. “You have more than 
twice the opportunity for potential savings” by incor-
porating green techniques.

M&As: Impact on construction

Mindful of costs, some 
hospitals and hospital 
systems are striving to 
incorporate so-called 

“green” practices 
 into their  

construction practices.
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innovating in 50 years, is starting to create a 
more efficient way to design and deliver the 
project.” General contractors, subcontractors, 
design teams, architects, engineers and oth-
ers are collaborating to deliver projects better, 
quicker and less expensive. Prefabrication can 
help save money, improve quality, and speed 
up projects.

Three strategies for supply chain
Supply chain executives can play a key role in 
pre-construction and pre-renovation activities.

“Many of  the standard divisions of  con-
struction specifications include areas of  work 
in which Adventist Health System contracts 
directly with manufacturers/vendors,” says 

The acuity of care delivered in the outpatient setting has 
been steadily increasing over the past 20 years, says Chad 
Beebe, director of codes and standards for the American So-
ciety for Healthcare Engineering. That has affected construc-
tion. “An outpatient surgery center today is every bit like an 
inpatient [surgical suite]. You walk into a surgery department 
in a hospital, then in an outpatient facility, and you really 
can’t tell the difference.”

Says Jeff Stouffer, principal and senior vice president, 
HKS Architects, Dallas, Texas, “If you look at the premise of 
the Affordable Care Act, it provides care for all people.” In re-
sponse, some hospital systems are focusing on adding beds. 
But those tend to be systems whose facilities are outdated, or 
that are bidding for greater market share.

The real action, in terms of construction, will be outpa-
tient facilities that are integrated into the urban or suburban 
fabric, says Stouffer. 

“The Affordable Care Act is shifting the focus away from 
treating illness, to covering the health of the population,” he 
says. “Caregivers are responsible for an entire population, so 
they need to get out into the community and focus on pre-
ventive care. There’s no better way to do that than to partner 
with schools and other community organizations. So I see 
hospitals moving into community centers and retail develop-
ments. Some of that is already happening, but I think we will 
see it in a more robust manner.” That represents tremen-
dous opportunity for HKS, given its experience in designing 
education centers, hotels and community centers, he says.

“I think there will be a tremendous shift in the way com-
munities and cities are designed. And I think the healthcare 
system will be a big player.” 

“ I think there will be a tremendous shift 
in the way communities and cities are 
designed. And I think the healthcare  
system will be a big player.” – Jeff Stouffer

Building for outpatient care
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If you were a time traveler from the year 2000 visiting 
today’s newest healthcare facilities, what changes 
would you note in patient rooms, surgical suites and 
emergency departments? Chad Beebe, American 
Society for Healthcare Engineering; and Jeff Stouffer, 
HKS Architects, offer some quick opinions.

today’s patient room
Beebe: The biggest thing is, you’d see one patient, 
not two, or even four.

stouffer: There’s a distinct area for the caregiver, the 
patient and the family. Hospitals are also counting on 
families being in the room; they’re inviting them into 
the care process. The other difference is flexibility; it can 
be transformed into a critical-care room if necessary.

today’s surgical suite
Beebe: You might see some imaging equipment 
you’d never seen in an OR before, like MRI. That’s 
especially true in major specialty or educational 
facilities. Sometimes that imaging equipment is 
suspended, and can serve multiple rooms.

stouffer: We see integration of radiology and sur-
gery. Does it have an MRI or CT? A gamma knife? And 
we see larger rooms, for flexibility.

today’s emergency department
Beebe: As an architect beginning my career 22 
years ago, I remember walking through big new 
emergency department waiting rooms, seeing all 
these great spaces and things to help entertain 
people while they’re waiting. Now, the good ERs 
have only a few chairs, because they realize that 
it’s not about waiting, it’s about getting people 
seen and getting them out the door. There’s better  
patient flow. 

stouffer: The goal with most facilities is to 
drastically reduce the wait time in the emer-
gency room. It’s more of an operational issue. 
So we see smaller waiting rooms. We’re also see-
ing more freestanding or outlying emergency 
rooms, especially for providers who want to es-
tablish market share and provide services closer 
to the patient.

Time traveler’s look at hospital design

Smith. Examples include ceiling tile, drywall, paint, eleva-
tors, roofing, building environmental systems, flooring, 
lamps and ballasts, to name a few. These are typically in-
cluded in the scope of  work carried by the construction 
manager/general contractor. 

Adds West, “Prior to AHS oversight, our experience 
was that design teams often did not specify appropri-
ate products or manufacturers/vendors as contracted by 
AHS. [As a result], we were not able to validate that pric-
ing was accurate per contracts, or that appropriate con-
tracts were being honored; and it was difficult to capture 
the spend of  material, particularly in these categories, 
which was creating missed opportunities for reported 
sales to Premier.”

“AHS involvement has ensured preferred partner par-
ticipation and monthly tracking of  construction manager/
general contractor procurement and reporting of  material 
bought, and cost,” says Smith.

Smith and West offer three strategies to align supply 
chain contracting and supply teams, and improve proj-
ect coordination, scheduling and procurement:

•  Learn the process; own it; take control and stay in 
front of  it.

•  Focus on alignment and relationships, with multi-
disciplinary collaboration.

•  Use clear, concise communication and clearly 
articulate direction and expectations. JHC
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unique device identifier

Magic number? Not quite. Still, a unique device identifier, 
or UDI, affixed to every medical product sold in the United States 
could go far in cleaning up supply chain inefficiencies, facilitat-
ing product recalls and quashing counterfeit products, according 
to proponents. 

Those who have already gotten onboard aren’t looking back. 
Southwest General, Middleburg Heights, Ohio, for example, 

has been transacting electronic data interchange using the so-called 
GTIN identification system for some time, says Teri Tyson, soft-
ware specialist. “It has cut down on order errors, and forced manu-
facturers to clean up units of  measure, which was big.” Inventory is 
down, as manufacturers and distributors ship just the right amount 
of  product. Returns are down as well.

UDI: What does it mean to you? 
To your suppliers?

A UDI is a unique numeric or alpha-
numeric code, which acts as a key 
to certain basic identifying infor-
mation about a device, such as the 
name of the manufacturer and the 
type of device, and may represent 
certain other information about the 
device, such as its expiration date 
and batch or lot number.

What is a UDI?
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unique device identifier

Long time coming
A UDI is a unique numeric or alphanumeric code, which acts as a key 
to certain basic identifying information about a device, such as the 
name of  the manufacturer and the type of  device, and may represent 
certain other information about the device, such as its expiration date 
and batch or lot number, according to the U.S. Food and Drug Admin-
istration. Plans call for this information to be contained in a publicly 
available UDI database.

It’s a decades-old dream. But developments in the past year and a 
half  could finally bring the dream to reality.

In July 2012, the FDA proposed a rule that would phase in imple-
mentation of  the UDI, focusing on the highest-risk medical devices 
first and exempting low-risk devices from some or all of  the require-
ments. (The agency proposed exempting over-the-counter devices sold 
at retail, most of  which already have UPC codes in place.)

“The unique identification system will enhance the flow of  informa-
tion about medical devices, especially adverse events, and, as a result, will 
advance our ability to improve patient safety,” FDA Commissioner Marga-
ret A. Hamburg, M.D., said when the FDA issued its proposed rule. The 
agency accepted comments during a 120-day period, and was preparing a 
final rule at press time.

Staying on track
“Anything that improves patient safety or helps us look out for the people 
we take care of  is on our radar screen,” says Diane Ashley, president and 
CEO, Seagate Alliance, Rochester, N.Y. With UDI in place, healthcare 
providers will be able to record implants in patients’ electronic medical 
records. “It will make it much easier for us to track this.

“Our only fear is that suppliers will try to pass along the additional 
cost for them to provide this type of  labeling,” she adds. “But having 
said that, [the UDI] could be a benefit to them as well, because if  a 
provider were to use an outdated device, and it’s in the record, they 

“ Incorporation of UDIs into an 
electronic health record will 
allow providers to harness 
data in a standardized format 
to understand the safety and 
effectiveness of devices.”

–  Gene Kirtser, president and CEO,  
Resource Optimization & Innovation

In July 2012, the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration published a proposed 
rule for a UDI system. Final rules were 
expected to be issued soon.

With certain exceptions, under the 
proposed rule, a UDI would include:

•  A device identifier, which 
is a unique numeric or 
alphanumeric code specific to  
a device model.

•  A production identifier, which 
includes the current production 
information for a device.

The proposed rule would allow either 
of two systems to be used as the basis 
of a UDI: GS1 or HIBCC:

•  GS1 Healthcare US is an industry 
group that focuses on driving 
the adoption and implementa-
tion of GS1 Standards in the 
healthcare industry in the Unit-
ed States. Its UDI system is called 
the GTIN, or Global Trade Item 
Number. (Formerly known as 
the Uniform Code Council, GS1 
developed the now-ubiquitous 
Universal Product Code, or UPC, 
for the retail and grocery indus-
tries almost 40 years ago. GS1 
US created GS1 Healthcare US in 
January 2008 to make its mark in 
healthcare data standards.) 

•  Another system, that of the 
Health Industry Business 
Communications Council, or 
HIBCC, is the HIBC Supplier 
Labeling Standard.

FDA’s proposed rule
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unique device identifier

Despite widespread support, UDI still has a ways to go 
before the healthcare supply chain implements it. 

“Part of the challenge is, the final UDI ruling isn’t out 
yet,” says Michael Pheney, vice president, healthcare, GS1 
US. Manufacturers may be taking a hard look at UDI, but 
without a final rule, many are holding back on implemen-
tation, he says. But there are exceptions. “What I think is 
exciting is the fact that we’ve been working with a num-
ber of more cutting-edge manufacturers who have al-
ready started to figure out how they’re going to supply 
information to the FDA database, which is part of the 
requirement for UDI. They have models laid out, though 
they may have to tweak them, depending on where final 
regulation comes down.”

Says Gene Kirtser, president and CEO of Resource 
Optimization & Innovation, or ROi, “We believe that, by 
far, the majority of the manufacturing sector is working 
towards adoption of UDI, although the pace is relatively 
slow. This is largely due to three main reasons: First, the 
final UDI regulation has not been published by the FDA; 
second, the UDI adoption is a large undertaking, and 
manufacturers are having a difficult time prioritizing the 
project in light of other objectives; and third, it is difficult 
to estimate an ROI on the work to support UDI.

“Implementation and adoption of UDI will require 
investment and work from all stakeholders, not just the 
manufacturer,” says Kirtser. “While manufacturers own the 
responsibility for establishing and registering a GTIN for 
their products, all healthcare stakeholders must integrate 
the use of UDI for all downstream benefits to be realized. 
Distributors will need to modify their IT systems to facilitate 
use of UDI and will need to adjust their processes to ensure 
that all order, receipt, shipping and billing transactions are 
utilizing that UDI. Once fully implemented, distributors 
should realize benefits in data quality, information ex-
change and supply chain efficiency. Furthermore, distribu-
tors that are required to re-label products for their provider 
customers should see that requirement diminished.”

Michael Groesbeck, senior vice president, quality and 
regulatory affairs, Cardinal Health, points out that the 
medical device industry has been working on UDI for 

several years and that, as a result, many products current-
ly in the market already have UDIs in the form of linear, or 
one-dimensional, barcodes. But questions remain.

“There are challenges represented by durable medi-
cal devices for which UDIs must be applied directly to the 
devices themselves,” Groesbeck points out. For single-use 
medical devices, the UDI will be applied to the product 
packaging, but not directly on the product. There are 
questions related to convenience kits and sets consisting 
of more than one type of medical device, but these are 
questions that will ultimately be resolved during the next 
few months.

“As the UDI replaces the factory catalog number as 
the basis of commerce, both manufacturers and distribu-
tors will need to configure their order/entry and inven-
tory management systems to work with the UDI format,” 
Groesbeck continues. “Similarly, hospitals and other 
medical facilities will need to take the same steps if they 
wish to conduct electronic commerce with manufactur-
ers and distributors.”

Supply chain and materials executives may have 
some work to do within their facilities and healthcare 
systems before UDI becomes reality.

“We have known about UDIs, because they are in our 
world,” says Karen Green, director of materials manage-
ment, Southwest General. “But it will affect other areas in 
the hospital as well.” Surgery and the cath lab, for exam-
ple, need to know that some products, such as implants, 
need to be scanned into the medical record. 

“They have to make sure their systems are ready,” adds 
Teri Tyson, software specialist, Southwest General.

Despite the questions, Pheney is optimistic about what 
lies ahead. “We’re at a great point, a threshold,” he says. 
“With everyone identifying products the same way, we 
have a huge opportunity to really improve patient safety. 
Recalls are a great example. And we have a tremendous 
opportunity to optimize the entire healthcare supply 
chain.” Hospitals will benefit greatly, he says. “They are un-
der tremendous pressure with reimbursement models 
changing. Putting standards in place offers tremendous 
opportunities to stamp out inefficiencies.” 

What’s the hang-up?
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The unique device identifier, or UDI, may do more than 
clean up the supply chain. It may also help providers as-
sociate specific medical devices with patient outcomes.

“We believe that the industry must move towards 
using comparative effectiveness research for product 
selection,” says Gene Kirtser, president and CEO of Re-
source Optimization & Innovation, or ROi, the supply 
chain arm of the Mercy health system in St. Louis, Mo. 
“Adoption of UDI will facilitate our ability to analyze 
attributes across medical devices and look for mean-
ingful trends in clinical outcomes tied to each device. 
Additionally, broad adoption of UDI should greatly 
improve data quality and exchange across all health 
care stakeholders. Doing so should have a meaning-
ful positive impact on costs.”

As part of the Healthcare Transformation Group, 
Mercy is participating in an R&D team, comprised 
of physicians and clinical researchers, to stimulate 
implementation of a UDI system. (The Healthcare 
Transformation Group comprises Mercy, Geisinger 
Health System, Intermountain Healthcare, Kaiser Per-
manente and Mayo Clinic.)

“UDI will greatly facilitate research in both safety 
and effectiveness of medical devices when incorpo-
rated into clinical data,” says Joseph Drozda, Jr., M.D., 
director of outcomes research, Mercy. “For maximal 
benefit, UDIs need to be associated with key device 
attributes that will be found in the FDA’s Global UDI 
Database, along with additional attributes that are 
thought to be clinically significant by experts. 

Mercy is in the final stages of an FDA Demonstra-
tion Project that is showing the feasibility of creating 
a database containing both device- and EHR-derived 
clinical data, says Drozda. The next phase of the work 
would be to create similar data sets at each of the 
other Healthcare Transformation Group systems, and 
then to link those data sets in order to increase the ro-
bustness of any research. In order to accomplish this, 
the group is considering creating a distributed data 
network around national device registries in a hub-
and-spoke model, he says.

“This is a very large undertaking, but it will create 
powerful tools for doing device safety and effective-
ness research in the real world.”

The UDI and patient outcomes

couldn’t come back to the vendor about that. 
Overall, I see this as a great safety measure 
for everyone.”

“Wide implementation of  UDI will ensure 
the ability to track devices across all care set-
tings, support safe and accurate device usage, 
create a standard of  documentation in IT sys-
tems, streamline recall management, eliminate 
back-end rework due to poor data quality, 
eliminate the need to re-label products, and fa-
cilitate implementation of  Perfect Order,” says 
Gene Kirtser, president and CEO of  Resource 
Optimization & Innovation, or ROi, the sup-
ply chain arm of  the Mercy health system in St. 
Louis, Mo. (“Perfect order” refers to an order 

processed electronically, that is, without human intervention, from order 
to payment.)

“Incorporation of  UDIs into an electronic health record will allow 
providers to harness data in a standardized format to understand the 
safety and effectiveness of  devices,” continues Kirtser. “In addition, 
UDIs will lead to broader adoption of  automatic-identification-and-
data-capture (AIDC) technology across healthcare, which will greatly 
improve accuracy and reduce costs of  manual data entry. Furthermore, 
UDIs will facilitate more accurate and timely reporting of  adverse 
events, which will help the industry address device problems quicker.”

“One of  the primary benefits of  UDI will be a significant enhance-
ment of  the industry  – including manufacturers, distributors, and cus-
tomers – to more efficiently and effectively manage product recalls,” 
says Michael Groesbeck, senior vice president, quality and regulatory 
affairs, Cardinal Health. “Recalls are infrequent for a given product, 
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When fully implemented, the UDI 
system may:
•  Allow more accurate reporting, 

reviewing and analyzing of adverse 
event reports so that problem 
devices can be identified and cor-
rected more quickly.

•  Reduce medical errors by enabling 
healthcare professionals and others 
to more rapidly and precisely iden-
tify a device and obtain important 
information concerning the charac-
teristics of the device.

•  Enhance the FDA’s analysis of 
devices on the market by providing 
a standard and clear way to docu-
ment device use in electronic health 
records, clinical information systems, 
claim data sources and registries. A 
more robust postmarket surveillance 
system can also be leveraged to 
support premarket approval or clear-
ance of new devices and new uses of 
currently marketed devices.

•  Provide a standardized identi-
fier that will allow manufacturers, 
distributors and healthcare facilities 
to more effectively manage medical 
device recalls.

•  Provide a foundation for a global, 
secure distribution chain, helping to 
address counterfeiting and diversion 
and prepare for medical emergencies.

•  Lead to the development of a medi-
cal device identification system that 
is recognized around the world.

Source: U.S. Food and Drug Adminis-
tration, http://www.fda.gov/medicalde-
vices/deviceregulationandguidance/
uniquedeviceidentification/default.htm

but occur with regularity across the broad portfolio of  medical devices 
in the market. It is also anticipated that UDI will be of  value in detect-
ing and removing counterfeit medical devices from the supply chain.

 “UDI will enable Cardinal Health to have a more accurate picture of  
its inventory, including the lot numbers and expiration dates of  the prod-
ucts,” continues Groesbeck. “When fully implemented, the UDI will take 
the place of  what is now called the ‘factory catalog number.’ Distributors 
will no longer have to manage situations in which multiple manufacturers 
offer different products with the same factory catalog number.”

Implementing UDI
“The interest level varies widely, but a subset of  our customers are asking 
that Cardinal Health move toward implementing UDI as soon as possible,” 
says Groesbeck. “We are working directly with a number of  customers to 
prepare for the eventuality of  doing business by UDI, including the es-

tablishment of  data pools and 
running transaction simula-
tions.” Cardinal Health plans 
to use GS1 standards to imple-
ment UDI, and the company 
is working with its trading part-
ners to support their efforts 
to implement GS1 GLN and 
GTIN standards, he says.

“The customers look to 
eliminate confusion concern-
ing the identities of  the nu-
merous products they manage, 
better manage their invento-
ries, and be more effective and 
efficient in managing product 
recalls,” Groesbeck continues. 
“Once fully implemented, the 

medical device UDI will enable access of  detailed product information 
in data pools and product registries. Among the best known of  these is 
GS1’s Global Data Synchronization Network. The FDA is also planning 
to establish a product registry that can be accessed by UDI stakeholders.”

According to GS1, the Global Data Synchronization Network 
will allow providers and suppliers to share data in real time, so that 
when one trading partner updates product information, others will 
have the update as well. The network will increase the accuracy of  
orders, reducing invoice errors and the number of  duplicate pro-
cesses, says GS1. JHC

The FDA is 
also planning 
to establish 
a product 
registry 
that can be 
accessed 
by UDI 
stakeholders.

Benefits of Unique  
Device Identification
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Healthcare providers have a lot to gain by jumping 
aboard the UDI train. By standardizing and cleansing 
source data, they can: 1) gain deeper insight into their 
spend, 2) prevent pricing and/or unit-of-measure er-
rors, 3) level pricing across departments and facilities, 
and 4) aggregate spend throughout the supply chain. 
These are among the findings of the GPO Novation in 
its 2012 white paper, “The Cost of Dirty Data.”

Industry research has shown that through the use 
of data cleansing and advanced spend analytics, 
healthcare organizations can realize savings of 0.5 to 
1.5 percent of their annual supply chain spend, says 
Novation. But “dirty data” can impede these initia-
tives. Everyone in the supply chain suffers. To wit:
•  Product descriptions that lack a consistent and 

standardized format (e.g. noun, application,  
attribute, etc.).

•  Products missing vendor or manufacturer  
information (e.g. name or catalog numbers).

•  Products with incomplete packaging data (e.g. 
missing unit of measure and conversion factors,  
as well as standardized to the ANSI code).

•  A high number of errors reported through  
EDI transactions.

• A high number of invoice discrepancies.
•  A high number of manual purchase orders 

routinely submitted.
•  A high number of purchase order discrepancies.
•  Poor contract pricing utilization with  

procurement processes.

Four keys to clean data
Healthcare providers can take several steps on 
the path to clean data and supply chain efficiency,  
says Novation:
•  View data cleansing as an enterprise-wide en-
deavor. Many healthcare organizations view data 

cleansing as a critical initiative but one belonging 
only to materials management. While materials 
management may be the “gatekeeper” for many 
data management processes, these processes are 
often ineffective as they relate to data cleansing.

•  Establish effective data management policies and 
processes throughout the supply chain. Many 
healthcare organizations are unsure of the num-
ber of duplicate records within their item master; 
the number of routine, manual record orders that 
sidestep the item master; or the number of manual 
orders requested within a given month by depart-
ment and requestor. The ability to report this in-
formation to stakeholders and establish attainable 
goals that are directly aligned with the organiza-
tion’s data cleansing strategy will facilitate faster 
supply chain savings. 

•  Implement critical controls at each point where 
source data enters the supply chain. Adding, 
deleting and changing product information in the 
item master is important for successful contract-
ing, procurement, inventory, accounts payable 
and reimbursement processes. In addition, vali-
dating and enriching product information at the 
initiation of a request to add a record to the item 
master is essential.

•  Implement a proactive data cleansing approach. 
To realize the most value from the supply chain, 
the process must channel clean, accurate product 
information at the beginning of the process. Many 
of today’s item master maintenance processes 
are reactive in addressing new product request 
enrichment and validation, due to limited staffing 
and a lack of the necessary skills needed to validate, 
standardize and enrich product information.

The cost of dirty data

Source: “The Cost of Dirty Data,” Novation, https://www.novationco.com/media/industryinfo/Dirty_Data_White_Paper.pdf
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Value analysis

Robert T. Yokl is president and chief  value strategist of  Strategic Value Analysis® In Healthcare, which is the acknowledged healthcare 
authority in value analysis and utilization management. Yokl has nearly 38 years of  experience as a healthcare materials manager and supply 
chain consultant, and also is the co-creator of  the new Utilizer® Dashboard that moves beyond price for even deeper and broader utilization 
savings. For more information, visit www.strategicva.com. For questions or comments, e-mail Yokl at bobpres@strategicva.com.

The reason I can 
make this bold claim 
is that no hospital, 
system or IDN that 
we have worked with 
over the last few years 

has failed to uncover millions of  dollars in waste 
and inefficiencies in their supply stream. Just re-
cently, we identified, 1,265,979 in new utilization 
savings for a 7-bed hospital, which is just one glar-
ing example of  how out of  control these utiliza-
tion savings are at any size healthcare organiza-
tion. Why let these multimillion dollar savings slip 
through your hands?

The first step in uncovering your utiliza-
tion savings is to track, tend and then moni-
tor the activity-cost (not price), over time, of  
your commodities, physician preference items 
(PPI) and purchase services by line item. This 
data will give you the trending (up and down) 
of  your actual cost and usage per line item to 
determine if  a product, service or technology 
you are buying is increasing in cost/usage for 
no apparent reason. For instance, if  you see 
that, over the last three months, your pace-
maker cost/usage has increased by 27 percent, 

Utilization Management:  
The New Low Hanging Fruit
Why let these multimillion dollar savings slip through your hands?

while your surgical days are down by 2 percent, in this same period, this 
is an indicator that something has changed in your pacemaker practices 
and needs to be investigated.  

Second, to ferret out additional savings on commodities, PPI, and pur-
chase services when their activity-cost seems reasonable at first glance, you 
need to benchmark these items against your peers to identify your utilization 

misalignments. This is because your activity-
cost on these purchases could be beyond ac-
ceptable limits and need to be reined in. This 
happens frequently with oxygen sensors. You 
think your activity-cost on your oxygen sen-
sors is typical for your size hospital, but in re-
ality you are using three times the amount that 
is necessary for your operating characteristics. 
Again, this anomaly needs to be investigated. 

Utilization management is the future of  supply chain expense man-
agement; there is nowhere else to go for double-digit savings. Yes, you 
can still find some price and standardization savings today, tomorrow 
and in the future. But these will be meager savings compared to the 
new low hanging fruit: utilization management. The well has almost 
run dry on your once abundant savings sources. 

It’s just like an oil well that is running dry, you must move on to drill another 
well or harness new sources of energy (natural gas, wind, solar, etc.) to remain 
viable and profitable. It’s the same with your price and standardization savings. 
You either move on to other savings sources, such as utilization management, 
or you will find that your savings well will run dry – faster than you think!  JHC

Everyone in the healthcare supply chain business is looking for new sav-
ings opportunities to replace their diminishing price and standardization savings. Yet, 
multimillion dollar savings are available at every hospital (even small hospitals), system 
and IDN if  only you would look and then find the new low hanging fruit: utilization 
management. It’s just like picking up golden nuggets that are strewn in your path!

By Robert T. Yokl,  
Chief Value Strategist, 
Strategic Value 
Analysis® in Healthcare

The well has 
almost run dry 
on your once 

abundant 
savings 
sources.
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Learn. Network. Succeed.
Healthcare Manufacturers Management Council

FALL 2013

How To Create a Winning Value Proposition
Opening Speaker:  Mark Mayfield, known as the “Corporate Comedian,” will help you manage change in his high octane, hilari-
ous keynote presentation, “The Glass Ain’t Empty, It’s Just Too Big.”  You’ll learn how creativity is the key component to “thrive 
during change.”  Mark Mayfield has shared the stage with celebrities like Paul Newman, Peter Frampton, Colin Powell.
 
6-Hour Customized Workshop:  Dr. James C. Anderson, William L. Ford Professor of Marketing and Wholesale Distribution, Kel-
logg School of Management, Northwestern University, will teach a session on Value Proposition. The session focuses on how sup-
pliers can set themselves apart from their competitors in crafting value propositions that customer managers will find persuasive.  
The session begins with the concepts and practice of positioning in business markets. Next, three alternative kinds of customer 
value propositions are explored, with consideration of what is required to construct them and have the sales force deliver them.  
The session ends with discussing the use of customer value management to provide the knowledge and substance for crafting a 
persuasive value proposition. A best-practice case shows how customer value propositions can be the cornerstone and guiding 
beacon for superior business performance.
 
David Hargraves, VP Clinical Services & Supply Chain, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center and Bob McCart and Angie Euston, 
IMCO, will provide valuable information.

November 5-7, 2013
Omni Chicago Hotel
Register online today! 
Go to www.HMMC.com
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With more than 18 years experience running national group purchas-
ing organizations, I’ve come to believe that there are three basic factors that 
drive value in a group for its members and contracted suppliers. And I believe 
these basic factors hold true for $50 billion national GPOs or $50 million pur-
chasing coalitions with members in one particular area of  the country. The 
three basic factors, in order of  importance, are:

•  Compliance, that is, the willingness of  members of  the group to use the 
contracts that the GPO has created, whether at the national or regional level.

•  Winning contracting strategies – the use of  a sole or perhaps a dual-
source contract that allows room for a supplier to gain significant 
amounts of  new volume. Extensive use of  multisource contracts that 
include all major suppliers sets up a scenario whereby there is little room 
for a supplier to gain business, in exchange for significant discounts. 

•  Product volume: The fact is, you still need enough volume to interest a 
supplier in your business.

Manufacturers 
express their 

opinions     
By John Strong

do regional GPOs and purchasing 
coalitions drive value...or add cost?



trends
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Other factors may be involved, such as 
the prestige of  a key member or members 
of  a group, or personal relationships that 
sometimes lead to contracts. But these fac-
tors often work in concert when a supplier is 
evaluating the performance of  a regional pur-
chasing group (RPG), or the value of  having 
a contract with a particular group. 

There are all sorts of  purchasing coalitions 
and regional GPOs in the market today. They 
say they offer a number of  advantages over a 
national buying group, including:

•  Their smaller size makes it easier to 
drive compliance.

•  They can be closer to their end custom-
er, better understand their needs, and 
have a face-to-face relationship with 
them, regardless of  their size  
or location.

•  They provide enhanced services,  
which can be provided at a local level.

•  They offer more nimbleness and 
flexibility in a rapidly changing 
healthcare market.

But in supply chain management, it’s generally true that the fewer 
the “touch points” or people or places through which transactions 
need to pass, the more efficient the process. Adding a regional pur-
chasing coalition to the mix would seem to add another touch point, 
and add costs to the process. Hence my question: “Do they add value 
or drive cost in the supply chain?”

Preoccupied with price?
Many suppliers believe that some of  these groups have only one thing on 
their mind: price. In the supplier’s view, getting at the best possible price  
takes collaboration and cooperation by both the buyer and the seller. 

For this article, I conducted some non-scientific research with a  
dozen senior-level national accounts executives (vice presidents and 
senior vice presidents) from leading manufacturers of  products rang-
ing from basic medical commodity items to capital equipment. I pro-
vided a definition of  a “regional purchasing group,” and I asked just 
two questions.

Here’s the definition I provided for a regional purchasing group: “A 
group of  healthcare providers who have come together for the pur-
pose of  collectively buying (group purchasing). They may be affiliated 
with a national GPO or be completely independent. RPGs may per-
form other services, but for the purposes of  the survey, the focus is 
only on their GPO activities.”

Here are the questions I asked:
Question 1:  “Do you believe that RPGs add more cost to doing 

business for suppliers than the benefits you receive back 
from dealing with them?”

Question 2:  “Do you think that contracting with an RPG increases 
the likelihood of  more sales, than having strictly 
national GPO contracts?”

In response to Question No. 1, eight of  the national accounts exec-
utives answered “yes” and four answered “no.” Among the yeses were 
two executives who indicated that their companies proactively examine 
and review the ability of  RPGs and purchasing coalitions to deliver 
compliance and volume in return for the lower prices offered. There 
was no question in their mind that they were incurring added costs, but 
they were also seeing value from some RPGs through increased con-
tract utilization and sales volume gains. Two others generally believed 
that they were not covering the increased costs of  dealing with RPGs 
through increased sales. 

Three Primary  
Elements of Successful 

GPO Contracting
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Question No. 2 yielded a unanimous “yes” 
from all 12 respondents. These executives 
definitely see value in dealing with certain 
RPGs. Several commented that they are selec-
tive in terms of  whom they deal with, citing 
a universe of  more than 100 RPGs; but each 
had fewer than 10 RPG contracts. The most 
important factor used in judging purchasing 
coalitions and the value of  contracting with 
them? The commitment and compliance of  
the members. Clearly, without commitment, 
RPGs are viewed the same way as a national 

GPO; nor are they given the best possible pricing and terms until they 
prove they can perform. 

Suppliers for decades have analyzed national GPOs and the 
ability of  their members to commit to contracts. Several respon-
dents cited the significant added cost associated with performing 
the same type of  analysis on RPGs. In fact, two mentioned using 
a standardized review of  factors before they will sign a contract 
with an RPG.

some rPGs drive value, say suppliers
Perhaps it’s not surprising that suppliers work with some RPGs, 
but not others. Several of  the respondents indicated that some 
RPGs have delivered what national GPOs sometimes struggle 
with: compliance. Beyond compliance, they note that the smaller 
size of  the RPGs makes working together easier. Even so, RPGs 
still need to deliver on their promises, according to the executives. 
There is clear sentiment that many are not. 

That’s not all, however. Some RPGs have limited their contracted 
suppliers to just one or two. This concentration of  volume provides 
suppliers with an incentive to provide more attractive contract value; 
they have more to gain than they would if  they had to compete with 
five or six suppliers at the national level (essentially giving RPG mem-
bers a hunting license). 

One executive who responded to the survey made a key point. 
He indicated that some RPGs are set up to “churn (product) cat-
egories for a better acquisition price.” He went on to add that at 
the same time, these groups have little or no interest in under-
standing the true impact of  the products they are using, or what 
those products cost in use. It’s a shame, because this is classic value  
analysis, which could be more easily done at the RPG level than at 
the national level, and involve key suppliers. 

Suppliers are willing to evaluate the costs and benefits of  
dealing with RPGs because of  the potential of  eventually in-
creasing their sales. If  the trend toward more RPGs continues, 
perhaps the next question should be, “When are those additional 
costs suppliers are incurring because of  a longer supply chain 
going to show up on your supply bill?” JHC

Suppliers have issues with at  
least some of the RPGs that  
have approached them. 

Consider these comments:
•  “They (RPGs) send out repetitive 
RFPs, requesting additional value 
above the national agreements, 
requiring increased internal 
resources to respond. I find that 
they currently add more cost vs. 
benefit in general.”

•  “[All of these RPGs are saying] the 
same thing: give me a better price.”

•  “The typical RPG…and [its] inability 
to focus on anything other than 
price is not a particularly interesting 
value to us.”

•  “To re-negotiate what has already 
been negotiated at the national 
level is adding redundancy and  
no real value.”

•  “Our SG&A costs have gone up 
dramatically in response to the 
current contracting model.”

•  “[T]he national agreements are 
becoming less and less valuable.” 

John Strong is a former healthcare provider supply chain leader and group pur-
chasing executive who operates his own consulting practice. In addition, he is an 
adjunct instructor of  purchasing and supply chain management at the Sheldon B. 
Lubar School of  Business at the University of  Wisconsin—Milwaukee. He can 
be reached at johnstrongllc@gmail.com.

What are suppliers saying
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The theme of HealthTrust’s recent conference – “In Rhythm 
with Change” – signified not just the fact that the conference was held 
in Nashville, Tenn., the self-proclaimed “Music City,” but that Health-
Trust’s role is to embrace change, sponsor collaboration, inspire in-
novation and share best practices, according to the event’s organizers. 

The conference attracted 2,300 members and 1,500 vendors 
representing nearly 300 exhibitors. Forty-four education and in-
formation sessions targeted supply chain leadership, healthcare 
executives, pharmacists and clinicians. Continuing education was 
offered in a variety of  disciplines.

Not just a GPO
HealthTrust recently dropped “Purchasing Group” from its brand 
to reflect that it is much more than a leveraged contract purchasing 
portfolio, according to Chief  Operating Officer Michael Berryhill. 
“As a supply chain management company, HealthTrust is broadening 

Change Agents
HealthTrust embraces a broader value proposition in offering solutions to the market
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David Nash, MD, MBA, a board-certified internist and 
a leading authority on population health, outcomes 
management, medical staff development and qual-
ity-of-care improvement, delivered the general ses-
sion keynote. Nash was named the founding dean of 
the Jefferson School of Population Health of Thomas 
Jefferson University in 2008.

The conference featured panel discussions on:
•  “Value-based care: The intersection of quality, cost 
and accountability,” featuring Dale Bratzler, DO, 
MPH; and Helga Brake, PharmD, CPHQ. Cheri A. 
Lattimer, RN, BSN, executive director of the National 
Transitions of Care Coalition, served as moderator.

•  “Bridging the gap between patient care and 
financial stewardship,” featuring eight members of 
HealthTrust’s Physician Advisory Committee.

Featured speakers included thought leaders on:
• Value-based purchasing.
•  Keys to provider success amid the realities of 

healthcare reform.
• High impact influence and negotiation for change.
•  Impact of integrating supply chain and revenue 

cycle master data.
•  Leveraging spend analytics to combat rising  

supply costs.

•  Medical device industry clinical and financial 
impacts because of healthcare reform.

• ICD-10 readiness.

Member facility presenters partnering with 
HealthTrust subject matter experts shared best 
practices and lessons learned in implementing 
HealthTrust solutions and initiatives in the areas 
of utilizing spend analytics, optimizing energy 
contracting, medical devices, OR efficiencies and 
effective workforce management through pro-
ductivity and benchmarking. SourceTrust medical 
device subject matter experts offered insights on 
technology and innovations in the areas of osteo-
biologics, orthopedics and interventional cardiol-
ogy, as well as strategies for effectively engaging 
and collaborating with physicians in hospital med-
ical device initiatives.

Leadership and professional development 
experts included Roz Usheroff, Susan Williams, 
PhD, Laura Hollis, Dale Smith Thomas, and Tina 
Thomas, PhD.

Closing keynote speaker Elizabeth Smart told 
her story of survival and shared insights on overcom-
ing adversity. Smart was 14 years old in 2002 when 
she was kidnapped from her Salt Lake City, Utah, 
home and held against her will for nine months. 

HealthTrust program highlights

its value proposition to provide solutions for total cost management, in-
cluding strengthening our offering with integrated supply chain solutions, 
accelerating the development of  our analytics tools, and investing to meet 
market demand for purchased services solutions,” he said. 

Another of  HealthTrust’s key areas of  focus will be the expansion of  
its AdvantageTrust platform, he continued. “This will be critical in an era 
of  population health, as more care will be delivered in outpatient settings. 
Solutions will have to be integrated across the entire care continuum.”

New delivery care models
Speaking about the implications of  healthcare reform, HealthTrust CEO 
Ed Jones predicted that reimbursement will decline over time, as providers Ed Jones
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Outstanding Member Award
Dennis Smith, director of facilities management, 
Catholic Health Initiatives.

Outstanding Member Award
Joyce Hagen-Flint, division director of food & nutri-
tion services, HCA’s West Florida Division, Tampa, Fla.
 
Operational Excellence Award
Supply chain services team at Brandon Regional 
Hospital, Brandon, Fla. Team members include Mi-
chelle Clark, supply chain director, and Paula Griffis,  
OR materials manager.
 
Operational Excellence Award
Supply chain team from Franciscan St. James Health. 
Team members include Annette Corradetti, director 
of materials management; Rick Daniel, administrative 
director of support services; Eric Bober, distribution 

manager in Chicago Heights, Ill.; and Joseph Mroz, 
distribution manager in Olympia Fields, Ill.
 
Clinical Excellence Award
Infection prevention team from HCA Clinical Services 
Group. Team members include Julia Moody, clinical 
director for infection prevention; Jason Hickok, assis-
tant vice president, critical care, infection prevention 
and laboratory; Dr. Edward Septimus, medical direc-
tor, infection prevention and epidemiology; and Dr. 
Jonathan Perlin, president, Clinical & Physician Ser-
vices Group and chief medical officer.
 
Social Stewardship Award
Diversity value team from Robert Wood Johnson Uni-
versity Hospital. Team members include Esther Mala-
zita, administrative director of supply chain; Anna 
Kuchinski, director of purchasing & value analysis; 
and Margaret Grayeski, clinical resource manager.

HealthTrust member award winners

migrate to new delivery care models. Citing the annual American 
College of  Healthcare Executives survey, Jones pointed out that 
financial challenges again ranked No. 1 on the list of  hospital 
CEOs’ top concerns in 2011, making it their No. 1 concern for 
the last eight years.

In response, said Jones, providers must focus on improved 
patient outcomes, justify medical innovation, connect all ele-
ments of  the care continuum, shift focus to the wellness of  
the populations they serve, and rationalize their assets – loca-
tions, people and capital.

“Supply chain leaders find themselves at the intersec-
tion of  cost, quality and outcomes to effectively bridge the 
gap between financial stewardship and patient care,” contin-
ued Jones. “Therefore, HealthTrust’s number one goal in the coming 
months is to help providers and their supply chain leaders find ways to 
reduce costs throughout the supply chain. 

“The C-suite will be looking to supply chain leaders to help redefine 
the cost equation by creating a better patient outcome at a lower total 
cost. Supplies and care delivery must be better matched to disease states 

and care paths, addressing the total cost of  sup-
plies across the care continuum. HealthTrust is 
positioned to help supply chain facilitate the 
discussion between physicians, the C-Suite and 
suppliers, to migrate from a volume-based to a 
value-based model.” JHC
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The Premier alliance expects that two of its recent hires – Gary Long 
and Leigh Anderson – will help carry the alliance and its members toward that 
point where cost and quality intersect.

New Chief  Sales Officer Gary Long, who will lead Premier’s sales and sales 
support teams, comes to Premier with more than 20 years experience in health-
care sales and marketing leadership roles, most recently with Surgical Information 
Systems, and before that, McKesson Provider Technologies. (Prior to that, he held 
senior sales and marketing positions with several healthcare companies.)

Soon after joining Premier in December 2012, Long changed the structure 
of  the sales organization, so that it now overlays the nine geographies of  Pre-
mier’s member field services teams. “Within those nine geographies, now we 
have a group of  people from both [member field services and sales] who can 
address the needs of  their particular markets, because there are nuances spe-
cific to different regions of  the country,” he says.

When positioning Premier’s offerings, the sales team has to take a broad-based, 
yet integrated, approach, to reflect alliance member needs, says Long. “Health sys-
tems today need a look into utilization, quality, safety, costs and efficiency, across 

the continuum. It’s not about the indi-
vidual products or services we offer. 
It’s about how we leverage those things 
that help our members address the 
problems they’re facing. 

“Especially at that more senior 
level, they’re tasked with removing 
cost, improving clinical effectiveness, 
remaining solvent in an environment 
[in which they are] adapting to and 
changing with new payment mod-
els. They’re looking for guidance, 
as much as anything else.” Premier 
can offer it to them given its clini-
cal and financial expertise, as well as 
its involvement in healthcare policy-
making in Washington, D.C., and net-
working opportunities it provides its 
members, he says.

Years of  experience directing 
the sales and marketing efforts of  
healthcare services companies have 

positioned Long well for his current 
post. “There are some core tenets of  
being an effective sales professional,” 
he says. Chief  among them is the abil-
ity to listen. “What has served me 
well is listening more than I talk,” he 
says. “Asking probing questions that 
address the core issues your custom-
ers are trying to solve, then being 

Where Cost and Quality intersect

“ Health systems today need a look into utilization, quality, 
safety, costs and efficiency, across the continuum. it’s not 
about the individual products or services we offer.”

– Gary Long

Gary Long Leigh Anderson
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thoughtful about how to bring together the assets of  the organization 
you represent to resolve those issues.” 

There comes a time for detailing features and benefits … but only after 
the salesperson understands the customers’ needs, says Long. Information 
systems offer a good example, he continues. Non-technical buyers may not 
fully understand the technical side of  information systems. “But they know 
what they’re trying to solve, whether it’s [implementing] electronic health re-
cords or population health management,” says Long. The sales professional’s 
job is to discuss the solution in such a way that the customer understands 
how it can address the challenges he or she is facing.

Leigh Anderson
Premier’s newly named information and technology services chief  op-
erating officer, Leigh Anderson, comes to the organization with more 
than 20 years of  IT experience in both corporate and provider settings. 
He served in multiple executive roles at 
Global Healthcare Exchange LLC, where 
he led the development of  an electronic 
procurement suite that helps providers 
increase purchasing contract compliance 
and ensure price accuracy. Anderson was 
also responsible for building a supply 
chain exchange that processed $40 billion 
in purchase order volume. Most recently, 
he was information technology & services 
chief  information officer for the Hospital 
Corporation of  America’s supply chain di-
vision, and CIO at HealthTrust.

Anderson says he looks forward to 
helping Premier members align supply 
chain and clinical practices. Premier says it houses patient data on 25 
percent of  U.S. community hospital discharges, evidence-based best 
practices from approximately 2.5 million daily transactions, and ap-
proximately $40 billion worth of  annual purchasing data. Nearly half  
of  the nation’s community hospitals and 100,000 alternate sites have 
access to the PremierConnect™ integrated technology and social net-
working platform, allowing them to interact and share Premier data, as 
well as best practices with providers nationwide.

Traditionally, supply chain professionals have been interested pri-
marily in making sure that correct products get to the right place 
at the right time, says Anderson. That’s still important. “But they 
will have to look holistically at not only getting product to the right 
place at the right time, but also at the performance of  that product.”  

“ We are in an amazing 
position, with the purchase 
volume we have, to tie our 
volume together with our 
safety and quality tools.” 

– Leigh Anderson

Supply chain teams will be held account-
able for how supply chain spend is being 
leveraged to support clinical service lines. 
“The question is, ‘Are you driving patient 
outcomes and readmission rates?’ ‘Are you 
leveraging high-quality care?’ ‘And are you 
doing so across the continuum?’”

Premier has a variety of  offerings to help, 
says Anderson, including the QUEST® and 
ASCEND collaboratives. The alliance’s 
PhysicianFocus™ Hospital and Physician-
Focus™ Ambulatory offerings allow hospi-
tals and physicians to benchmark their per-
formance against that of  their peers. And 
PremierConnect creates opportunities for  

people of  different disciplines to get together  
and communicate.

“We are in an amazing position, with the 
purchase volume we have, to tie our volume 
together with our safety and quality tools,” 
says Anderson, referring to Premier. His mis-
sion, he believes, is twofold: 1) to make sure 
those tools are robust and provide as much 
insight as possible, and 2) to look at the qual-
ity metrics from QUEST and tie them togeth-
er with products. “If  you can link product to 
quality – and we have the database to do that 
– you can empower the supply chain.” JHC
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“Most people don’t view stationery or office supplies as healthcare  
products, but hospitals need them just as much as medical devices.  

I joined HISCI because they represent the entire healthcare supply chain— 
from pharmaceuticals and medical devices to office supplies.”

To join, contact Mike Copps, HISCI’s executive director  |  202.367.1185  |  info@hiscionline.org  |  www.hiscionline.org
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The annual Health-
care Supply Chain 
Expo, taking place 
Oct. 21-23 at the JW 
Marriott in Washing-
ton, DC, will bring 
together healthcare 
stakeholders to ex-
plore the myriad busi-

ness and healthcare public policy issues critical to 
supply chain success. Co-hosted by the Health-
care Supply Chain Association and the Health-
care Industry Supply Chain Institute, the Expo 
will feature panels and contributions from 
GPO executives and members, medical de-
vice manufacturers, pharmaceutical suppliers 
and distributors, healthcare policy experts, and 
leading healthcare journalists.

NBC Chief  White House Correspondent 
Chuck Todd will kick off  the proceedings as 
the opening keynote speaker and give his per-
spective on the inner workings of  the Obama 
administration and the changing Washington, 
DC, political landscape. Tom Scully, the former 
administrator for the U.S. Centers for Medicare 
& Medicaid Services and a veteran hospital and 
healthcare executive, will deliver a lunch keynote 
and provide an overview of  the exponential 
changes now occurring in healthcare.

Expo attendees will explore ways to enhance 
GPO-supplier relationships, strategies to com-
bat the drug shortage crisis with representatives 
from the FDA, and much more. Panel discus-
sions will tackle the state of  the supply chain and 
GPO industry, the leadership role that GPOs 
have taken on transparency in the supply chain, 

efforts to green the supply chain, and the ways in which GPOs continue to 
open the door to innovative technologies that improve patient outcomes 
and reduce healthcare costs.  

Still confused about ACOs? Journal of  Healthcare Contracting Publisher 
John Pritchard will moderate a panel discussion that will take a deeper dive 
into ACOs and discuss what’s next for systems that have chosen to imple-
ment the innovative design model. Panelists will also discuss why systems 
have chosen to move to the ACO model, challenges they have encoun-
tered, and how ACOs are working effectively with suppliers. 

The employer mandate has been officially delayed, but what’s next 
for the Affordable Care Act? Former Congressman Jason Altmire (D-
Pa.) will provide insight as a former hospital executive, politician and 
now senior vice president of  public policy for Florida Blue.

The Expo will also feature our 
signature “reverse trade show.” At-
tendees will also have the oppor-
tunity to meet and network with 
representatives from the U.S.-China 
Economic Development and Trade 
Council, who will attend as repre-
sentatives of  the global healthcare 
supply chain.

Additional Expo sessions will 
include “Building Connections: 
Enhancing the GPO/Supplier 

Relationship”; “Partnering with IDNs for Efficiency and Innovation”; 
“GS1 Standards: Shaping the Healthcare Supply Chain”; “The State of  
the Industry: Perspectives from GPO Executives”; “Healthcare Supply 
Chain Analytics: Strategies for Success”; “Supply Chain Snap Shot”; and 
“An Insider’s Look at Mergers and Acquisitions within Healthcare.”

The 2013 Expo Steering Committee is made up of  some of  the health-
care supply chain industry’s most recognizable business leaders, who have 
worked hard to ensure that this year’s event exceeds your expectations. This 
means top-flight speakers, presentations and networking opportunities. 

If  “content is king” and networking is critical to your business, the 
2013 Expo is the conference for you. JHC

Content is king – networking, too –  
at the Healthcare Supply Chain Expo

Curtis Rooney is president of  the Healthcare Supply Chain Association, www.supplychainassociation.org.

By Curtis Rooney

Expo attendees 
will explore ways 
to enhance GPO-

supplier relationships, 
strategies to 

combat the drug 
shortage crisis with 
representatives from 

the FDA, and  
much more.
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View from washington

By Robert Betz, 
Ph.D.

Measuring Success of  
the Implementation of  
Insurance Exchanges

In the movie “Night at the Museum: Battle of the 
Smithsonian” come-to-life wax-figure General George Arm-
strong Custer – when facing a particularly threatening situ-
ation – shouts “We’re Americans! We don’t plan. We do!” 
Ready or not, what America is about to do is witness the 
implementation of  President Obama’s 2010 Affordable 
Care Act (ACA). The success or failure of  the implemen-
tation of  ACA will have serious political ramifications for 
both Congress, President Obama, as well as for the Ameri-
can people. Yet it seems there is little uniformity of  think-
ing about how health reform – and more specifically the 
implementation of  the health exchanges, currently moving 
forward in 28 states – should be measured. 

State response varies
It’s been over a year since the U.S. 
Supreme Court delivered its surpris-
ing two-part decision on the ACA. 
While the justices upheld the individ-
ual mandate to buy health insurance, 
they weakened the ACA’s plans to uni-
formly expand Medicaid. The June 28, 
2012, decision ruled that the federal 
government could not force states to 
accept the Medicaid expansion. Since 
that ruling, state policies toward the 
question of  Medicaid expansion have 
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varied widely. Before attempting to suggest some evaluative criteria for 
measuring the success of  implementation, some background on state’s 
attitudes opposing the Medicaid expansion program is warranted. 

The ACA is still a widely unpopular law, with many continuing to 
call for its repeal or delay. Implementation of  health exchanges will not 
occur in 22 states because the state governments have chosen not to 
expand their Medicaid programs. One of  the main reasons why these 
22 states have opted not to expand Medicaid to cover families earning 
up to roughly $30,000 per year (or 138 percent of  the poverty line) 
is partially because they want to “halt expansion of  a program that 
provides limited access to quality care while devouring state budgets”1. 
Frankly put, these states do not want to add more people to a fed-
eral/state program that has “not been fundamentally changed since 
it was created in 1965”2. Additionally, these 
states are skeptical of  the federal government’s 
claim that it will cover 100 percent of  the ex-
pansion costs for the first three years, and 90 
percent after that. Some states don’t exactly see 
the federal government as their best long-term 
business partner. Subsequently, these states ar-
gue there is no guarantee this match rate will 
not decrease in the future and their taxpayers 
will get stuck footing a massive bill. Plus, the 
administrative cost of  a Medicaid expansion 
rests with each state. Ultimately, what these 
(largely) conservative states holding out want 
is control over their own health care programs 
and the opportunity to reform their own systems as they see fit. 

The policy implications of  not expanding the Medicaid program 
are significant. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) reported in 
May 2013 that there were 53 million uninsured persons in the United 
States, including uninsured illegal aliens, prior to the ACA enactment.3 
In that report CBO stated that while the ACA would reduce the num-
ber of  Americans without insurance by about 50 percent, covering 
roughly 25 million new Americans over the next decade,4 there will still 
be roughly 31 million individuals left uninsured by 20235. In addition to 
undocumented workers, those Americans living below the poverty line 
in states not expanding their Medicaid programs will be in this group 
of  31 million Americans still without health insurance. Today, this is 
the reason why the United States can only be truthfully categorized as 
having a “near-universal” healthcare system. 

Some proponents of  the ACA indicate that once the majority of  
Americans “just understand how great a deal the ACA is” all states will 

be politically forced to expand their Medicaid 
programs. This viewpoint is what is derisively 
referred to as the “enlightenment” argument. 
Yes, there is no deadline for states to expand 
their Medicaid programs, but the outlook 
seems indeed bleak for these 31 million in 
America still left uninsured. These individu-
als, who are both below the poverty line and 
not eligible for Medicaid and/or government 
subsidies to buy insurance, are left with the 
same limited options they have always had: 
rely on free health clinics and/or hospital 
emergency room visits. 

Measuring
How to determine evaluative criteria is problem-
atic given the differing perspectives. Reasonably, 
a good place to begin an identification of  crite-
ria for success of  implementation would seem 
to be with the federal Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services (CMS). However, the gov-
ernment is also scrambling to identify criteria 
right now. In a recent conversation with a senior 
CMS official, not much advice was given about 
what health policy experts and members of  the 
general American public should be looking for 
in determining whether or not the implementa-
tion of  health exchanges is successful. 

Further complicating matters is the lack 
of  overarching and uniform criteria that 

The policy implications of not 
expanding the Medicaid program 
are significant. The Congressional 
Budget Office (CBO) reported in 
May 2013 that there were 53 million 
uninsured persons in the United 
States, including uninsured illegal 
aliens, prior to the ACA enactment.
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states can use as guidelines to establish their 
exchanges; therefore, it is possible for no 
two health exchanges to produce the same 
results. In all fairness, it is a very compli-
cated time to be working for CMS because 
of  the shear scope of  the ACA implemen-
tation. With regard to identifying success 
criteria, the CMS official added “that’s what 
we’re trying to figure out now.” Maybe it is 
comforting to know that CMS is as unsure 
about measuring the success of  implemen-
tation as everyone else seems to be, despite 
the fact that CMS is not only tasked with 
creating the federal health exchange but also 
ensuring that each state participating in the 
program establishes its own exchange.

Observations
Lee Marks, State Government Executive for 
Orexo – a specialty pharmaceutical company 
– in an interview for this article, expressed 
initial concerns that few Americans would 
initially take advantage of  the newly estab-
lished health exchanges. This isn’t hard to 
imagine given the misinformation out there 
about the ACA, as well as considering the 
complexity of  the exchanges. Marks offered 
some interesting criteria that can be used to 
determine the success of  the recently es-
tablished insurance exchanges. For instance 
“whether state or federally administered, 
these are ‘virtual’ marketplaces, as such it 
would seem that considerable data on access 
to and activity on these websites could be 
measured both over time and for depth of  
individual participation”.6 This is an inter-
esting point since states will be publishing 
information regarding their health plan en-
rollment on a quarterly basis. Therefore, in 
the future, these figures will be something to 
pay attention to as they are released.

In another interview for this article with 
a Governor’s Chief  of  Staff  – from a large 
southern state – who observed “that there 

are so many unknowns right now is sufficient enough evidence to 
believe the exchanges should be delayed or defunded.” Someone 
should definitely take this state out of  the “undecided” column. 

According to a long-time health care consultant at a D.C.-based 
government affairs firm: “This is a difficult question to answer be-
cause there is no one, clear-cut definition of  ‘success.’ For instance, 
success depends a lot on your perspective, politics, and goals. Some-
thing all Americans need to keep in mind is the fact that success is 
surely going to be defined differently by every state participating in 
the program. For instance, it is not unreasonable for some states to 
seamlessly implement their programs while others suffer some hic-
cups or even outright fail. Furthermore, the administration’s defini-
tion of  success will be different than a liberal activist group’s defini-
tion, or that of  a union or a small business, or that of  a bunch of  
conservative state employees. I don’t know of  anyone who has or can 
put out an authoritative measure on success.” 

Maybe the short-
term viewpoint about 

success is incorrect. 
Maybe the country 
should be taking a 

longer term view of 
things rather than 

judging the success  
of the exchanges  

on Jan. 1, 2014. 
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On one hand there have been some seemingly flawed criteria 
which have been put forth by some talking-heads in the media. For 
instance, these included “the difference in premium prices and the 
number of  people who initially sign up for coverage in the exchanges.”  
Another measure put forward is the sheer number of  states which 
agree to implement the expansion. These criteria are flawed mea-
sures of  success because comparing between premium prices is 
hard as you can’t make an apples-to-apples comparison between 
old policies and new ones. Also, comparing the number of  people 
who actually sign up for insurance through the new exchanges is 
similarly flawed because these figures will be compared to artificial 
estimates made several years ago. 

Maybe the short-term viewpoint about success is incorrect. 
Maybe the country should be taking a longer-term view of  things 
rather than judging the success of  the exchanges on Jan. 1, 2014. 
For instance, some long-term success criteria to consider might be 
the tax incidence on the American people and the ultimate number 
of  Americans left uninsured. We also need to understand that imple-
mentation of  exchanges is uncharted territory and is causing a lot of  
big changes in the insurance market. Another good long-term criteria 
will be if  insurance coverage is uniform across each participating 
state. Maybe it is as simple as determining, in say five years, if  an 
individual, a business, or a state government, will be able to purchase 

cheaper and better coverage? Or, will the 
ACA fail to significantly increase quality and 
coverage as it brings down healthcare costs? 

Ultimately, in the coming months there is 
going to be a barrage of  reports put forth by 
the media, government and various political 
groups advancing their own metrics of  inter-
est. Nevertheless, time will be the judge in 
determining success of  ACA implementation 
and specifically the exchanges. Clearly, there 
are going to be problems along the way. How-
ever, it will reasonably take years before we 
can objectively say whether or not this policy 
implementation was successful or not. 

Currently there is much debate as to what 
will happen to the American healthcare mod-
el. Very few individuals know what a success-
ful implementation of  the health exchanges 
will look like; what it will entail, what evalua-
tive criteria should be used, and when success 
or failure can be determined. Since nobody 
really knows, there is that old saying about 
“patience being a virtue” to consider. JHC

1.  Turner, Grace-Marie, and Avik Roy. “Why States Should Not Expand Medicaid.” Galen.org. Galen Institute and 
Manhattan Institute for Policy Research, 1 May 2013. Web. 17 Sept. 2013.  
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DDS acquires MSS division of MDSI
Distributor Data Solutions Inc (DDS) (Alpharetta, Ga.) 
acquired the sales data processing business of  Medical 
Surgical Solutions (MSS), a division of  Medical Distri-
bution Solutions Inc (MDSI) (Lawrenceville, Ga.). MSS 
is a data processing, revenue optimization and sales re-
porting service for suppliers in the medical products 
industry. DDS will assume the daily operations of  the 
business unit and consolidate the processing functions 
into its Alpharetta, Georgia facility. “The acquisition of  
the MSS business advances our strategy and vision as 
the leader in sales data management solutions for sup-
pliers. This acquisition will enhance our client base and 
strengthen our service offering to all of  our customers,” 
said Danny Adams, president and CEO of  DDS. The 
acquisition builds on the company’s continued success 
and growth.

Poll on GPOs
In a poll on The Journal of  Healthcare Contracting’s GPO 
LinkedIn Page, the following question was asked: “In the 
last couple years a number of  large IDNs have started their 
own GPO. If  you think that trend continues how many 
IDNs do you see starting a GPO in the next 1-3 years?”

Why is The MAX 
the benchmark 
for healthcare 
intelligence?

Call today for more information   
Contact: Tom Middleton 770/263-5252 tmiddleton@uslifeline.com
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Premier goes public with $760 million initial public offering
Charlotte, N.C.-based Premier Inc. priced its initial public offering of  28,151,958 shares of  its Class A common stock at 
$27 per share, for an approximate total value of  $760.1 million. The shares begin trading on the NASDAQ Global Select 
Market on September 26, 2013 under the ticker symbol “PINC.” The underwriters have been granted a 30-day option to 
purchase from Premier up to an additional 4,222,793 shares of  Class A common stock at the initial public offering price, 
less the underwriting discount, to cover over-allotments, if  any. About 75 percent of  the proceeds will go to Premier’s 
181 member-owner hospitals in the form of  stock that can be sold over the next seven years. New investors were issued 
Class A shares, while Premier’s hospital owners received Class B shares. Under a new organizational structure, Premier’s 
owners will retain about 80 percent of  the voting power in the company, with Class A shareholders receiving the remain-
ing 20 percent of  the voting power and all of  the economic interest.
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Amerinet

2014 Amerinet Member Conference 

May 20-23, 2014 

Paris Hotel 

Las Vegas, Nev.

AHRMM

AHRMM Annual  

Conference & Exhibition 

August 3-6, 2014 

Orlando World Center Marriott

ASCP (American Society of Consultant Pharmacists)

Annual Meeting

Nov. 20-22, 2013 

Washington State Convention Center & Sheraton Seattle Hotel 

Seattle, Wash.

Health Connect Partners

Fall Hospital Pharmacy Conference

Oct. 14-16, 2013 

Los Angeles, Calif.

Hospital & Healthcare I.T. Conference

Oct. 16-18, 2013

Los Angeles, Calif.

HIDA

Streamlining Healthcare Conference

Sept. 24-26, 2013 

Gaylord National

Washington, D.C.

HSCA

Healthcare Supply Chain Expo

Oct. 21-23, 2013 

JW Marriott

Washington, D.C.

IDN Summit

2013 Fall IDN Summit & Expo

Sept. 24-26, 2013 

Arizona Biltmore

Phoenix, Ariz.

Premier

Breakthroughs Conference 

June 10-13, 2014 

San Antonio, Texas 



By Graham Garrison

observation deck

The healthcare industry has already felt the effects 
of  certain reform measures of  the Affordable Care Act, 
including the Medical Device Tax, the formation of  ac-
countable care organizations, and an emphasis on reduc-
ing hospital readmissions, with penalties for hospitals who 
don’t meet the requirements. 

As the October 1 launch of  the health exchanges ap-
proached, healthcare was certainly making the headlines, 
and forcing the public to take notice. Consider: 

•  According to USA Today, Walgreens, the USA’s larg-
est drugstore chain, said it will send its workers to a 
private health insurance exchange, which is similar to 
those offered to uninsured Americans by the federal 

government next month. The Walgreens program  
provides more health coverage choices and an oppor-
tunity for most employees to lower their out-of-pocket 
health care costs next year, the company said. Wal-
greens says it will also allow the company to continue 
offering health insurance and wellness benefits to its 
employees as the plan administrator, while providing 
tools and resources that help employees personalize 
coverage for themselves and their dependents.

•  According to a Wall Street Journal article, Time Warner 
plans to move its U.S. retirees from company-adminis-
tered health plans to private exchanges, a person famil-
iar with the matter told the newspaper. The company 
will allocate funds in special accounts that retirees can 

use to go shop for coverage, the person said. It will 
take effect Jan. 1, 2014. IBM also plans to move about 
110,000 of  its own retirees off  its company-sponsored 
health plan to a Medicare insurance exchange. 

Had the employer mandate not been delayed, the im-
pact on businesses and the economy would have been more 
pronounced this fall. As is, employers are still researching 
how best to handle health insurance as costs increase.

Confusion and misinformation about the law haven’t 
significantly abated, especially among the law’s main tar-
gets, according to a recent USA TODAY/Pew Research 
Center Poll:

•  Among the 19 percent polled who are uninsured, 
nearly 4 in 10 don’t realize the law requires them to 
get health insurance next year. 

•  Among young people, whose participation is seen 
as crucial for the exchanges to work, just 56 percent 
realize there’s a mandate to be insured or face a fine.

•  And in the states that have refused to participate in 
the insurance marketplaces – defaulting instead to 
the federal exchange – knowledge about the Afford-
able Care Act and support for it are notably lower 
than in states that are setting up their own exchanges.

Healthcare looks to be front and center on the national 
stage in the coming weeks and months. JHC

The Affordable Care Act 
Comes to Main Street

Among young people, whose participation is seen 
as crucial for the exchanges to work, just 56 percent 
realize there’s a mandate to be insured or face a fine.
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